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FROM THE EDITOR

W
e expect a lot from our bathrooms 

these days. Sure, we want them to 

be practical and beautiful but for 

full marks, they’ll need clever tech 

pieces and day-spa finishes to boot!

Of course, before you can start rounding up 

scented candles and remote-controlled mood 

lighting, you’ll need to understand what your 

bathroom designer is talking about. So, back 

by popular demand, on page 22, we present 

our bathroom glossary to help you make 

sense of the need-to-know lingo. But we can 

also help you with those beautiful modern 

finishing touches - we’ve rounded up more 

than a few ideas from page 36.

Looking for a bathroom you really can keep 

forever? You’ll want to make sure it’s ahead 

of its time. Head to page 26 for a look at the 

bathrooms of the future as well as loads of 

clever ideas to add to your reno right now.

As usual, there are plenty of gorgeous 

real-life rooms to flick through over a leisurely 

planning brunch or to take along to show your 

designer, and we’re especially proud of our 

products section, which features some true 

eye-catchers—steam showers and high-tech 

spa baths? Sign us up!

Whether you’re going all-out hotel-style 

luxury or just keen to buy a bath that fits your 

whole torso, I hope you find something to 

inspire in our 2016 Bathroom Yearbook.

Jill 

Cover image: Designer Kitchens

Follow us on:

facebook.com/KitchensBathroomsQuarterly

pinterest.com/kitchenbathroom

youtube.com/KitchensandBathrooms

EDITOR'S PICK
Every bathroom needs 

a little colour! Find this 

funky tapware on page 

31 and loads more bright 

ideas from page 38.

his

age

ght

om page 388.
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LOOKING LUSH

We all deserve a little treat from 

time to time, and while Lush’s bold 

and beautiful new range of bath 

and shower goodies look incredibly 

sweet, we can promise they are 100 

per cent guilt free. We not only love 

the amazing products and scents, but 

also the company’s focus on ethical 

ingredients and its quest to end 

animal testing. We think any of Lush’s 

brightly hued products would look 

amazing piled up on the vanity, or 

carefully arranged in a bowl next to 

your brand-new bath! lush.com.au

COSY & COLOURFUL

The only thing better than a long, 

hot bath or shower in your brand-

new bathroom is stepping out and 

wrapping yourself in a gorgeous, 

fluf y towel. Cool Galah’s Wire 

range is not only very cosy, but also 

features a modern graphic print in 

two beautiful, bright colours: Caviar, 

which contrasts yellow and grey, 

and a blue blend called Moonbeam. 

Eye-catching without being fussy, we 

think they’d make a beautiful addition 

to any new bathroom. 

coolgalah.com.au

TAKE A SEAT

It seems a little odd at first, but 

adding a stool to your bathroom 

design is truly a stroke of genius. 

Not only is it the perfect spot for 

accessories, your towel, neatly 

folded clothes or a glass of wine 

perched next to the bath, it also 

doubles as, well, a stool - of ering 

the perfect place to sit while you 

watch the kids splash around 

or relax while you put on your 

moisturiser. We especially love 

these beautiful wooden designs 

by Mark Tuckey, which make a 

stunning design feature and would 

look especially charming amongst 

a modern, minimalist bathroom or 

used alongside splashes of marble. 

marktuckey.com.au
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... more!

PH >> 03 9370 7288
Email: info@justbetter.com.au

Visit our showroom & speak to one of our Award Winning Designers Today! OVER 15 YEARS MEMBER



La dolce Vita  
MODERN BATHWARE 

View Collection at modabathware.com 

EXCLUSIVE TO ACS DESIGNER BATHROOMS
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163 Edgecliff Rd NSW 2025
P. +61 2 9386 9809

Richmond
229 Swan St VIC 3121
P. +61 3 9428 9996
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Shop 2, 826 Ann St QLD 4006
P. +61 7 3852 6363
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Bevelled tiles Tiles with an angled edge.

Bi-fold door Two door panels that are 

connected by hinges and fold in the middle to 

open. Excellent for showers in a small bathroom.

Cistern The tank that holds the water used 

to flush a toilet.

Claw-foot Refers to a freestanding bath with 

four claw-shaped “feet”. 

Clicker waste An alternative to a sink plug 

that must be clicked to drain the water. 

Console A freestanding sink that is 

supported by legs, giving the bathroom an 

open, more spacious feel.

Cornice An ornamental moulding around 

the wall of a room, just below the ceiling.

Decorative hardware Handles and knobs 

for drawers and cabinets.

Diverter The fixture that enables water to be 

accessed by either the bath or the shower.

Drop-in bath A bath that is installed, or 

“dropped” into the floor or a support structure. 

It has an extended rim that is visible. 

Drop-in sink A sink that is installed beneath 

the vanity, but has a visible rim. 

Encaustic tiles Inlaid tiles dating back to 

the 12th century, which come in a range of 

striking patterns.

Ensuite bathroom An extra bathroom that 

is usually attached to the master bedroom. 

Exhaust fan Ventilation for the bathroom 

that expels humid air before it can start to 

cause mould and mildew.

Finger-pull drawers or cabinets 

Handle-less cabinets or drawers with a recess 

at the top or bottom to allow them to 

be opened.

Floor-mounted 

tap A tall 

tap that is 

attached 

to the floor 

to be used with 

freestanding baths.

Flush plate The 

toilet flushing buttons 

that are attached 

directly to the wall 

when the cistern has 

THE BATHROOM YEARBOOK 

GLOSSARY
New to the world of bathrooms? Our handy 
guide has the definitions for 50 terms you’ll 
need to know
By Lizzie Fawcett and Stephanie Marinkovic

Cornice Bevelled tiles

Console

Claw-foot bath
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been concealed in the wall.

Frameless shower screen A shower 

screen made of glass panels without a metal 

or plastic trim around the edges. The sleek 

design gives the bathroom a more open, 

spacious feel.

Freestanding bath A type of bath that 

is not attached to any walls, but instead is 

installed through the floor. 

Hand-shower A shower head with a long 

hose attachment. Sits in a bracket and is 

easily adjusted.

Internal hardware The insides of drawers 

and cabinets, such as the tracks for drawers, as 

well as inserts used for dividing storage space. 

Laminate A mu lti-layered material topped 

with plastic, which, in bathrooms, is commonly 

used for floors or benchtops. Can come in a 

high-pressure version that is more durable.

LED lighting Popular lighting style for 

bathrooms as it’s durable and energy-ef icient. 

Often used to highlight particular features 

such as mirrors or underneath vanities.

Mixer tap A tap with a lever that mixes both 

hot and cold water before it reaches the outlet. 

Mosaic tiles Small, often brightly coloured 

tiles put together to create striking patterns or 

walls of colour.

Mouldings Decorative finishings on a ceiling 

made from wood, plaster or even marble.

Nib wall A short section of wall that juts out 

of another wall at a 90-degree angle. Used to 

section of  parts of a room.

Pedestal A freestanding sink that is 

supported by a column-like base.

Porcelain tiles Tiles that come glazed or 

Freestanding bath

Mosaic tiles Finger-pull drawers

Flush plate

Diverter

Pedestal

Encaustic tiles
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full-bodied (also known as vitrified), which 

means the pattern runs right through them.

Rainfall showerhead A shower head 

designed to mimic rainfall. 

Semi-pedestal A wall-mounted basin that 

conceals the pipe work behind the wall.

Shower tray A recessed tray on the shower 

floor to stop leaks. An alternative to tile floors.

Sliding door A door that slides along tracks, 

rather than swings open. Perfect for showers 

in small bathrooms.

Splashback A panel along the wall of a 

bathroom to protect the area, which can also 

serve as a decorative feature. Can be made 

of materials including glass, stainless steel or 

tiles, and can extend up the entire wall.

Subway tiles An oblong-shaped glazed 

tile like those first seen on the New York City 

subway. Laid in a brick-like pattern.

Three-piece tap The traditional tap that 

comprises a hot tap, a cold tap and an outlet.

Toe kick An indented space in floor 

cabinetry that conceals plumbing and allows 

space for the feet.

Top-mount sink A sink that fits onto the 

top of a vanity, rather than underneath.

Towel ladder Rails, usually attached to 

a wall, on which to hang towels.

Trap In plumbing, a trap is the S-, U- or 

J-shaped pipe that is located within the fixture. 

Also known as S-bend, U-bend and J-bend.

Travertine tiles Tiles made from a form of 

limestone, commonly hailing from Italy.

Two-pack A durable, spray-on lacquer finish 

comprised of a base paint and a hardener, and 

commonly used for cabinets and cabinet doors.

Underfloor heating A method of heating 

through the floor. Works especially well in 

bathrooms to warm those cold floor tiles.

Undermount sink A sink that is installed 

beneath the vanity and hangs underneath, 

of ering a seamless fit between sink and top.

Vessel An above-vanity sink with the 

tapware being either freestanding or attached 

to the wall.

Wall-faced A toilet where the entire pan sits 

completely against the wall.

Wall-mounted sink A sink that is af ixed 

directly to the wall, leaving usable space below 

and creating a more open feel in the bathroom.

Wall-mounted toilet A toilet where the 

pan is suspended from the wall and the cistern 

is concealed in the wall.

WC “Water closet”. That is, a toilet.

Vanity The cabinet built underneath or 

around a bathroom basin.

Travertine tile

Vessel basin

Rainfall showerhead

Toe kick

Water closet

Subway tiles





BATHROOMS 
OF THE FUTURE

We take a look at the latest innovations 

and trends in bathroom design

Words April Ossington
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Conoduo from the Meisterstücke 

range by Kaldewei. Available from 

Candana. candana.com.au 
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NEW AGE
Remote controls are available for almost 

anything these days, from your sound 

system to the garage door, but did you know 

you can get one for your shower? “The latest 

innovation comes from Mira Showers with 

the introduction of digital thermostats,” says 

Marc Reed, managing director of bathroom 

design studio and showroom Candana. A 

digital remote control that allows you to 

turn your shower on and off, this technology 

eliminates the need for tapware in the 

bathroom. “This is definitely the way of the 

future,” says Marc. “However, it may be a few 

years before we see this take off.”

A tap that uses a digital thermostat will 

have a much longer lifespan. “Rather than 

having to service and replace tapware 

components such as the cartridge, the 

only thing you’ll need to change is a few 

batteries, just like your TV remote,” says 

Marc. “This results in huge savings over 

the years.” Perhaps the most impressive 

part about this technology is that the 

thermostat keeps the water temperature 

constant, so you won’t experience 

temperature fluctuations when other taps 

and showers in the home are turned on.

In keeping with a modern aesthetic, 

it’s become the norm to use long, lineal 

grates rather than traditional floor wastes. 

LEFT Blade shower drain from 

Aquabocci. aquabocci.com

RIGHT Mira thermostat control. 

Available from Candana

BOTTOM Wallpaper shower column by 

iB Rubinetterie and available at Paco 

Jaansōn. pacojaanson.com.au
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“There’s a lot less cutting of tiles and 

the bathroom has a more seamless 

look to it,” says Marc. “This is what 

the modern bathroom is all about. 

There is also a huge demand for two 

showers, such as the convenient 

shower on a  rail where the person 

doesn’t have to get their hair and face 

wet, with the addition of a rain shower 

for ultimate relaxation.”

 Marc has also noticed simple ideas 

such as wall-mounted basins and 

toilets that leave maximum floor space 

in the bathroom. “It’s important to 

point out to clients that the more floor 

space visible, the greater the feeling of 

space — not only in the bathroom, but 

in all areas of the house,” he advises.

Axor Starck Shower collection. Available 

at Hansgrohe. hansgrohe.com.au
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These days, it seems you can play music 

wherever you go — and the bathroom is 

no exception. Perfect for those who love 

to sing in the shower or bath, the Sound 

Wave acoustic bath by Kaldewei features 

an in-built Bluetooth receiver. The receiver 

can play audio files wirelessly from any 

Bluetooth-enabled device, with

the bath acting as the sound box.

“Sound Wave is Kaldewei’s vision of music 

in the bathroom,” says Nicole Roesler, head 

of marketing at Kaldewei. “Relaxation and 

wellness are aspects of our lifestyle that 

shift the focus onto wellbeing. We therefore 

want an outstanding sound experience 

that indulges our senses and enhances our 

wellness experience.”

Comprising two transducers, six acoustic 

panels, a control box and a receiver, Sound 

Wave is quick and easy to combine with any 

Kaldewei bath model. To operate the sound 

system via the audio device, you simply 

activate the Bluetooth function, select Sound 

Wave and connect using the code supplied. 

Sound Wave then automatically recognises 

the playback device from the next use.

Sound Wave acoustic bath by Kaldewei. Available at Bathe. bathe.net.au



KITCHENS – BATHROOMS – LAUNDRY – BUTLERS PANTRY

 STORAGE – WALK IN ROBES – OUTDOOR KITCHENS

 ENTERTAINMENT UNITS – BOOKSHELVES

enquiries@bathroomsandkitchenssa.com.au
www.bathroomsandkitchenssa.com.au

Corner of Unley Road & Northgate Street

We do it all from concept to completion

7231 0723
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FINISH FIRST
Homeowners are continuing to move away 

from standard stainless-steel fixtures to 

something a little bit different. “By far, 

the latest design demand is for tapware 

in special finishes,” says Marc. “Bronze, 

copper, brass, satin nickel, matt black 

and brushed stainless steel are in huge 

demand.” Key players in bathroomware 

such as Hansgrohe are experimenting 

with some really interesting finishes 

including brushed red gold, polished gold 

and brushed chrome. Other companies 

meeting this demand are Brodware and 

Vola and, of course, Astra Walker, which 

recently released a range of taps in various 

primary colours.

Icon basin mixer from 

Astra Walker. astrawalker.

com.au 

Axor Starck Organic in 

brushed red gold, gold and 

chrome from Hansgrohe

Super Box sink mixer from 

Paco Jaansōn

IcoIcon bn basiasin mn mixeixer fr fromrom  

AstAstra ra WalWalkerker. . astastrawrawalkalker.er.

comcom.au.au

primary colours.

Super Box sink mixer from 

Paco Jaansōn

AxoAxor Sr Startarck ck OrgOrg

brubrusheshed rd red ed golgold, d, gogo

chrchromeome fr from om HanHanss

Avanti wall bath/basin mixer 

from Linsol. linsol.com.au 
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Tapware from the Yokato range 

by Brodware. Available from 

Candana

“Brodware tapware is always a great option,” says Marc. “It is one of 

only a few companies left in Australia to actually produce all of its 

tapware here. They are great quality and the company also gets its 

proportions of tapware right.”

World-renowned tapware company Vola is set to release fixtures 

in various finishes such as copper and bronze this year. “The new 

finishes will add warmth and texture to tapware in a home rather 

than the contemporary/minimal look of chrome. Vola is, and always 

will be, iconic,” says Marc. “Matt finishes such as solid-surface 

basins and baths are also in huge demand, with companies like 

Kaldewei, Omvivo, Dado and Marblo leading the way.” 

For more information, candana.com.au

Denise Basin by Dado. Available 

from Candana

Conoduo from the Meisterstücke range 

by Kaldewei. Available from Candana

Balto basin mixer from

Paco Jaansōn
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Discover the everyday affordable luxury of your own steam shower
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Explore the benefits of steam bathing and how simple adding a steam shower 
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CLEAN UP
Browse the latest technology, 

fixtures and finishes

Words April Ossington

1 
For those who want to step outside the 

box, Victoria + Albert baths are made 

from QuarryCast, which means they can be 

personalised with a custom-painted finish in

a variety of colours. Pictured is the Napoli bath 

in a black gloss finish. vandabaths.com

2 While smaller bathroom accessories were once 

overlooked, the modern bathroom focuses on 

creating synergy between all components to create a 

stylish space. From the Ascension range available at 

Paco Jaanson, the Lunette swivel towel rail is finished 

in chrome and built to last. pacojaanson.com.au

3 A collaboration 

between iB 

Rubinetterie and 

Crescent Design, the 

Superbox collection 

from Paco Jaanson 

is full of personality. 

Available in chrome 

and brushed nickel in 

gold, black, red, blue, 

green and white,

the basin mixer 

features a WELS 5 Star

energy rating. 
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4 The latest innovation from Teuco, Hydroline is 

an invisible whirlpool for the bathtub. Of ering 

a sleek and contemporary design, the classic 

whirlpool nozzles have been replaced by minimalist 

slits that create continuity and can be backlit by 

beams of light in eight dif erent colour options. 

Available at Delsa. delsa.com.au 

6 Inspired by the 

shape of a bottle, 

the Balto basin mixer 

from Paco Jaanson 

is a quirky yet stylish 

addition to the 

bathroom. This design 

is available in three matt 

colours including blue, 

red (pictured) and teal. 

5 Made from a malleable silicon 

material, the Barchetta light 

countertop vanity basin from Perini is 

soft but resistant to high temperatures. 

Available in a range of striking colours 

including blue and red, the basin features 

a row of LED lights that give of  a colourful 

glow when activated. perini.com.au

7 Made from the purist 

black crystal, the 

Collier oval countertop 

washbasin by Glass Design 

also features a clear crystal 

ring base. Available at 

Perini, this contemporary 

basin was mouth-blown 

and bevelled in stone by 

professional craftspeople.

9 Using materials including metal, glass, wood and concrete, MODA 

and Axolotl have teamed up to create special finishes for MODA’s 

stone basins and baths. This bath features the textural Brass Viper 

finish. Available at Acs Designer Bathrooms. acsbathrooms.com.au

10 Part of Bisazza’s 2015 collection 

available at Perini, Carlo Dal Bianco’s 

range of glass mosaic tiles will bring your 

bathroom to life. The Peonies design 

features vibrant blooms on a spectacular 

gold background. 

11 Caroma has added to its Liano 

collection with a range of mixers 

and accessories in matt black. The 

accessory range includes a toilet roll 

holder, robe hook, towel ring (pictured), 

towel rails, soap dish and a glass shelf 

that create a bold look when matched 

with the Liano Nexus mixers. 

caroma.com.au

8 Create a dramatic ef ect 

in your bathroom with a 

washbasin in black ceramic. From 

the Nero collection, the Catalano 

70 basin is a contemporary 

take on the classic square 

shape. Available at Rogerseller. 

rogerseller.com.au
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12  
The minimalist look has made 

its way into the bathroom 

with the latest trend including grates 

in the shape of a single square or 

circle. Made of steel enamel, the 

Conoflat shower floor from Kaldewei

can be installed to create

a seamless finish. Available

at Bathe. bathe.net.au

13 For centuries, Japanese 

culture has touted the 

benefits of soaking in a wooden 

tub. A modern interpretation, the 

Ofurò bathtub by Rapsel features 

European attributes, too. Made 

of larch wood, this tub is the 

ultimate statement piece for your 

bathroom. Available at Candana. 

candana.com.au

14  While special finishes are 

popular at the moment, 

Axor has gone one better with the 

Axor Starck V mixers. A glass body 

and open-ended spout enable you 

to see a vortex of water coming 

through the spout. The mixers 

are available in finishes including 

sandblasted crystal glass for the 

body and brushed nickel for the 

base. Available at Hansgrohe. 

hansgrohe.com.au

16 
Another design from the Ascension range 

from Paco Jaanson, the Lunette toilet paper 

holder features stylish curves and angles. This 

range is a fusion of high-tech design and Art Deco 

industrial style.

18 
Kaldewei’s 

Meisterstücke 

freestanding baths are made 

from steel enamel and feature 

perpendicular panelling 

in a seamless finish. These 

award-winning baths come 

in rectangular, oval or with 

a spacious rim on one side. 

Available at Bathe. 
17 

The ideal accompaniment 

to a freestanding bath, 

the Pirch table from Rogerseller 

will accommodate your bathing 

necessities. Handcrafted from 

American Black Walnut, the table 

features a matte seal finish to prevent 

moisture damage and stains.

15 
The Via Veneto range by Falper 

re-imagines timeless shapes for 

the modern bathroom. A clean and 

elegant look is created with simple lines 

and an oak and white matt finish. 

Available at Rogerseller. 
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QBSA Gold Card

Licence No 1058762

all BATHROOM gear
Award Winning Designs
Award Winning Construction

all BATHROOM gear
RETAIL & DESIGN SHOWROOM

46 Ipswich Road WOOLLOONGABBA
Tel: (07) 3391 8628 Fax: (07) 3391 7057  

Email: allbathroomgear@aapt.net.au  www.allbathroomgear.com.au

Winner HIA Bathroom of the Year 2003

HIA Brisbane 2008 Finalist

Winner HIA Bathroom of the Year 

Brisbane 2007

Winner 2011 HIA 
Queensland Region Bathroom of the Year

Finalist HIA 2012 Australian Bathroom of the Year

Winner 2011 HIA Brisbane 
Bathroom Project ($20,000 - $40,000)

Finalist 2011 HIA Brisbane 
Bathroom Project Over $40,000

Winner Bathroom Project 2012

HIA Brisbane Most
Outstanding Showroom 2013



21 Designed by iB 

Rubinetterie and 

available at Paco Jaanson, 

Wallpaper is a sleek and 

streamlined concealed 

shower column. Enabling 

a full-body shower, the 

thermostatic valves allow 

three shower functions to 

be used simultaneously.

19 A unique solution for ceramic walls, the Mosa 

Murals collection creates surfaces with dif erent 

combinations of size, tone, colour and texture. Although 

these tiles are white, the Lines series (pictured) features 

a tile with a recessed, asymmetrical surface that creates 

dimension and an interesting finish. Available at Design 

Republic.  designrepublic.net.au

20 The Accademia marble bathtub 

by Teuco fuses classical materials 

with sophisticated design. Crafted 

from a Tuscan Carrara marble slab, this 

freestanding bathtub is the ultimate in 

luxury. Available at Candana.

24 Part of the Yokato range by 

Brodware, the wall set features 

a knurled lever in polished chrome. Based 

on architectural design, this range features 

simple geometric lines for a clean and 

sophisticated look. brodware.com.au

22Designed by Front, 

the Axor shower pipe 

features two separate shut-of  

valves that control hand and 

overhead showers. The shape 

of its pipes, fittings and valves 

create an industrial look, while 

its chrome finish is modern and 

chic. Available at Hansgrohe. 

23 The Kerasan K09 range 

by Italian designer 

Romano Adolini is made from the 

finest vitreous china. Featuring 

round lines and a compact design, 

the wall-hung toilet and bidet 

will fit into most bathroom styles. 

Available at Paco Jaanson.

25  The Superplan Plus shower 

floor from Kaldewei features an 

of -centre drain with an enamel 

waste cover for a contemporary look. 

Composed of steel enamel, this shower 

floor is anti-slip and features a finish 

that makes it easy to clean. Available 

at Bathe.
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NEW BLACK 



Bathrooms & Kitchens SA are professional 

Bathroom, Kitchen, Laundry Design & Building 

Specialists, operating throughout South Australia.

We pride ourselves on giving each of our clients a valued experience, throughout the design 

process, designing your new Kitchen, Bathroom or any interior space to suit your exact needs 

by using our many years of experience, and by asking the right questions to ensure that the 

fi nished product is designed and built to suit you, your family and your lifestyle.



1/348 Unley Road, Unley Park SA 5061
(Corner of Unley & Northgate)

(08) 7231 0723
enquiries@bathroomsandkitchenssa.com.au

www.bathroomsandkitchenssa.com.au

South Australia’s Bathroom & Kitchen Specialists



reece.com.au/bathrooms

are you 
going home

to a bathroom 
you love?



BATHROOM PROJECTS



COASTAL CALM
“These three stunning bathrooms were part of a new-home build on the beautiful peninsula of 

Blairgowrie, Victoria. Inspired by the tranquil, coastal surrounds of the suburb, the contemporary design 

of these bathrooms exudes harmony and relaxation. All three spaces were coordinated using the same 

colour palette of neutral tones with white finishes and accessories. Not only has this created soothing 

and calming rooms, but it also provides balance and symmetry between the spaces. In addition, the 

large freestanding bath within the main bathroom of ers an added touch of opulence, while the contrast 

between the hexagonal wall tiles and large-format floor tiles in the ensuite succeeds in enlarging the 

space and perfectly complements the silver accessories. These bathrooms are the perfect example of 

the balance between luxury and simplicity, on-trend style and sophisticated, coastal calm.”

Designers: Luke McGuiness for The Bathroom Shop Mentone and Adam Norris 

for Brynor Constructions

We love how the freestanding 

bath, large rainfall shower roses 

and silver i xtures add a modern, 

sophisticated twist to a calming, 

coastal atmosphere.

EXPERT TIP

Using tiles in dif erent 

and creative ways

 can visually enlarge 

a small bathroom.

Want more?

SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM

luxebathware.com.au

18-22 Nepean Highway, 

Mentone Vic

(03) 9585 3229
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SHOP THE LOOK
 ■ Vanity Custom-made with 

Caesarstone top

 ■ Basin Luxe Bathware

 ■ Bath Fusion Luxestone freestanding

 ■ Shower Luxe Bathware hand shower 

and diverter

 ■ Taps Luxe Bathware Astra basin mixer

 ■ Mirror Luxe Bathware mirrored cabinet

 ■ Toilet suite Luxe Bathware Torina

 ■ Accessories Luxe Bathware
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SHOP THE LOOK
 ■ Basins Studio Bagno 

Sinfonia, Studio 

Bagno Milk Column 

freestanding console 

 ■ Bath Decina 

Sheraton freestanding 

 ■ Shower Ram ceiling 

arm with 200mm rose, 

Gessi Via Manzoni 

sliding rail

 ■ Taps Gessi Via Manzoni 

wall mixers

 ■ Toilet suite Studio 

Bagno Q Pan with 

Caroma Invisi 

in-wall cistern

 ■ Floor waste Harbic 

Halo floor grate with 

SMART TILE

 ■ Accessories Gessi 

Via Manzoni toilet 

roll holder, Vitra 113 

Collection fixtures

“There’s nothing like the thrill of being given a clean 

slate on which to design and build a bathroom, which 

is exactly the opportunity that was af orded with this 

new residence. The only challenge was that of size in 

the space allocated for the bathroom. To tackle the long, 

narrow space, I chose to have a freestanding bathtub 

installed and mounted on a wooden plinth. This style 

of bath was designed specifically for small spaces and, 

elevated on the contrasting plinth, gives the impression 

of being much larger, in ef ect widening the room. 

The bank of mirrors over the twin basins also helps to 

increase this illusion, as does installing an in-wall cistern. 

The wonderfully quirky curves of the basins work 

perfectly atop the solid elegance of the marble bench 

and  the muted palette of the wall and floor tiles creates 

an overall look of spacious sophistication.”

Designer: Peter Pontifex for Raw Architecture, with 

Centre Plumbing Plus

want more?

SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM

centre.com.au

1B Tovan Akas Avenue, Bentleigh Vic

(03) 9557 5901

RAW TALENT

We love the dramatic use of 

marble for the benchtop to give 

an added sense of luxury.
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EXPERT TIP

Using a bathtub 

designed specifically 

for small areas gives 

the illusion of 

more space.



“The client wanted to bring her ensuite bathroom into the 21st century, which was 

the inspiration behind this stylish, contemporary renovation. To create a spacious 

feel, a large, seamless open shower was installed, as well as a freestanding 

wall-hung vanity unit. The ensuite is attached to a dressing room, which was 

reconstructed to create a seamless and natural flow when moving between them. 

Matching floor tiles and usage of the same laminate finish of the ensuite vanity 

and dressing room cabinetry give the rooms the feeling of being as one. The walls 

of the ensuite are fully tiled in beautiful Carrara Bianco porcelain tiles that invoke 

a sense of luxury and opulence. The neutral colour theme and sleek fittings 

create a space that is relaxing, modern and sophisticated — it's no wonder it was a 

finalist in the 2015 HIA Awards' Removated Bathroom category.” 

Designers: Henri and Maureen van Roden for All Bathroom Gear

SHOP THE LOOK 
 ■ Vanity Timberline 

Eden wall-hung vanity 

with one door and two 

banks of three drawers, 

Formica Charred Oak 

gloss laminate

 ■ Vanity top Caesarstone 

in Clamshell

 ■ Basin Caroma Cosmo 

white semi-recessed

 ■ Shower Seamless, 

Euroglass 2000mm x 

1000mm x 10mm clear 

toughened glass with 

fixed panel

 ■ Taps Zucchetti Sun 

mixers, Phoenix Vivid 

Twin exposure shower 

with overhead and 

multi-spray handshower

 ■ Tiles Carrara Bianco 

polished porcelain 

300mm x 300mm and 

600mm x 300mm, 

Southern Cross 

Boston slate

 ■ Mirror Frameless 

1200mm x 900mm

 ■ Toilet suite RAK 

compact care height 

wall-faced pan suite 

with soft-close seat

 ■ Lighting 900mm 

adjustable fluoro, four 

LED downlights

 ■ Heating IXL fan, light 

and heater

 ■ Accessories Avenir 

Hybrid 720mm x 

900mm heated towel 

ladder, Tago 650mm 

single rail, Tago hand 

towel rail, Tago toilet 

roll holder, Universal 

soap dishes, robe hooks, 

Delway footrest, Con-

Serv grab rail

want more?

SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM

allbathroomgear.com.au

46 Ipswich Road, 

Woolloongabba Qld

(07) 3391 8628

NEW CENTURY DESIGN
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We love the luxurious 

� oor-to-ceiling tiles.

EXPERT TIP

Place a trough grate 

at the entrance of 

an open shower

for excess water.
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 1-B TOVAN AKAS AVE, BENTLEIGH

(opposite Brighton Honda)

Ph. 9557 5901  centre.com.au

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM FOR INSPIRATIONAL IDEAS

1953-2013

Bathroom Inspiration Centre

Your bathroom    
    inspiration centreYour bathroom    
    inspiration centre



S91-1500mm stone bath is $2950 & PW44-905mm wall basin is $785

S51-1810mm stone bath is $2870 & matching basins $325ea

eurobath.com.au is a direct importer of quality, composite stone baths & designer basins.

We are a Sydney based stockist & distribute Australia wide, direct to the customer at wholesale prices.

These cast limestone products are stocked in a tactile matte white & smooth gloss white but may be custom ordered in black or black & white combinations. 

A fusion of Italian aesthetics with German specifi cations, Dutch additives and hand fi nished in a modern Asian factory.



Exclusive supplier of Italian bathroom ware, tiles and kitchens 

from Novello, Arblu, Idea Group, Kronos Ceramiche and Ar-Tre

WOODSIDE TILE COLLECTION 

FROM KRONOS CERAMICHE



450 Heidelberg Road, Fairfi eld VIC 3078
p 03 9077 6319  |  www.disegnocasa.com.au

Design service also available. For product information 
and quotes please visit our showroom or contact us.

TRENDY SHOWER BASE FROM ARBLU

CALIX RANGE FROM NOVELLO

SILKKI KITCHENS RANGE FROM AR-TRE

TRELLIS TILE COLLECTION 
FROM KRONOS CERAMICHE CRAFT RANGE FROM NOVELLO

I TALIAN DESIGNED AND MADE



OUTDOOR VIEW
“The clients wanted a contemporary and spacious bathroom that was private 

but also provided views to the outdoor area. The position of the large free-

standing bathtub creates a focal point, while the toilet is cleverly concealed 

for privacy. We were able to fit a double shower without compromising space 

by incorporating a feature mosaic nib wall to house the plumbing, surrounded 

by frameless glass. Large mirrors and gloss surfaces help reflect natural light, 

making this retreat bathroom feel even more spacious. While client satisfaction 

is the ultimate reward, it was great to also receive two awards for this design.”

Designer: Angela Gianakis for Outside Square

Winner: Kitchen and Bathroom Designers Institute 2013 

Bathroom Designer of the Year (SA)
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SHOP THE LOOK 
 ■ Bath Decina 

Cool free-standing

 ■ Shower PuraVida 

hand shower on rail

 ■ Basin Roca

 ■ Toilet Paco Jaanson 

concealed cistern

 ■ Vanity Two-pack gloss finish 

with Corian benchtop

 ■ Taps Mixer

 ■ Lights LED lighting

 ■ Heating Underfloor heating 

and heated Vega towel rail

 ■ Tiles Porcelain gloss floor 

tiles and glass mosaic tiles 

on feature nib wall

want more? 

SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM

outsidesquare.com.au

155 Magill Road, Stepney SA

(08) 8363 5363

We love the mosaic 

wall — it's both a 

feature and a practical 

plumbing solution.

EXPERT TIP

Large mirrors are 

perfect for reflecting 

light and space.
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CHILD’S PLAY 
“This modern, practical bathroom is the perfect space 

for both adults and children with its functional elements 

and neutral colour palette. The clients wanted a modern 

space that was practical for their children and had a 

clean, seamless look. The focal point of this bathroom 

is the beautiful specially built bath hob with towel rack 

that provides a stylish touch and room for the clients 

to assist their children with bathing. The large free-

standing bathtub is spacious and is complemented by 

the contemporary white subway tiles. An open shower 

and toilet were placed comfortably at the other end of 

the room, with the shower being step-free for added 

ease of use. Double mirror cabinetry opens the space up 

and makes it appear larger, while the custom-built vanity 

with recessed grip handles fits the space perfectly.”  

Designer: Peter Gurovski for Room Four
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SHOP THE LOOK
 ■ Vanity Custom built

 ■ Bath Kado Lure 

Petite 1500

 ■ Shower Hansgrohe 

Raindance

 ■ Taps Mizu

want more?

SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM

roomfour.com.au 

334-336 Williamstown Road, 

Yarraville Vic

1300 076 664

EXPERT TIP

Freestanding 

bath mixers suit 

bathrooms with a 

minimalist design.  

We love the stylish 

custom-made bath hob. 
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EXPERT TIP

Incorporate modern 

staples into a themed 

space to avoid a dated 

or overly matched 

aesthetic.

“This light-soaked bathroom forms part of a larger 

renovation, and the owners wanted a design that would 

fit with the French provincial aesthetic they’d planned 

for the rest of their home. A small, older-style window 

and a wall of mirrors dated the old space, and the client 

was after something new, bright and full of character. 

The long, narrow room provided a challenge, but a 

generous bath and a broad French-style window draw 

the eye across and help create the illusion of a larger 

space. Antique French pieces and exposed brick evoke 

the feeling of spending a weekend away at a luxurious 

European B&B and contrast beautifully with the modern 

bath, basin and lighting. The heated towel rail and 

shower rose promise an inviting escape in which every 

convenience has been carefully considered, while the 

generous vanity storage of ers incredible practicality 

for the busy modern household. Tied together with 

beautiful pewter touches, sweeping panes of glass and 

charming accessories, this room is a perfect marriage 

of country Europe and modern Australia.”

Designer: Naomi Freier Interiors with The English 

Tapware Company

want more? 

SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM

englishtapware.com.au

Melbourne (03) 9818 1403 

Sydney (02) 9362 4736

Nationwide 1800 016 181

New Zealand (09) 309 3023

EUROPEAN CHARM



SHOP THE LOOK 
 ■ Vanity French antique unit 

converted to vanity

 ■ Basin Moda Arleta stone basin 

from ACS Designer Bathrooms

 ■ Shower Perrin & Rowe 310mm 

shower rose on riser pipe with 

combination mixer, riser-mounted 

hand shower and diverter in 

pewter finish

 ■ Taps Perrin & Rowe wall-

mounted basin set in pewter with 

country spout and levers

 ■ Tiles National Tiles Taiga 

Sommer timber-look floor tiles

 ■ Mirror French antique with 

custom-painted finish

 ■ Toilet suite Reece Axa Uno wall 

pan 

 ■ Heating Hawthorn Hill floor-

mounted towel warmer in pewter 

finish

 ■ Accessories Perrin & Rowe bath 

rack, sliding soap dish, simple 

paper holder and towel rail in 

pewter finish

We love the beautifully 

restored antique mirror 

and vanity.
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“The owners wanted an opulent and contemporary 

bathroom that would stand the test of time and 

be accessible for the elderly in future years. No 

expense was spared in procuring luxurious fittings 

and fixtures that were high-end with unusual lines 

and new concepts. The large spa bath is the ultimate 

in relaxation and leisure, inset in beautiful Starfire 

glass painted in white to match the neutral hues 

of the room. The gorgeous porcelain tiles were 

used for the flooring and walls to create a clean 

look that matched the rest of the apartment. Easy 

access to lighting and heating was incorporated 

into the design especially for the elderly. Mirrored 

cabinets open up the space visually and the glass-

door cabinet creates an interesting, bespoke design 

element in the bathroom. Fittings and fixtures were 

streamlined, with a round and square theme to 

create additional storage.”

Designer: Lynette Tebbenhoff for LJT Bathrooms

want more?

FOR MORE INFORMATION

ljtbathrooms.com.au

(02) 9971 2540

LUXURY 
AND ELEGANCE

SHOP THE LOOK
 ■ Vanity Pearwood with glass fronts, 

Pearwood with translucent clear glass front 

and shelves

 ■ Basin Geo deep wall basin in white, 

Geo shroud in white

 ■ Bath Round Bath Company 36-jet 

hydrotherapy ultimate spa, white-painted 

Starfire glass

 ■ Shower Carley Barbara 10mm in chrome, 

Intamix Borma sliding hand held, 

Hansgrohe Terrano head, Zucchetti hob-

mount bracket-H/shower, Hansgrohe Axor 

Starck II, Zucchetti 1.25 shower hose

 ■ Taps Scala bath/shower mixer, Hansa 

Murano Piccolo washbasin mixer, wall

 spa spout

 ■ Tiles Keraben Spendor Statuario polished 

 ■ Toilet suite Sensor with Hatria You & Me 

wall-hung floor pan

 ■ Lighting Halogen

 ■ Accessories Keuco Alea chrome soap 

holder, bath towel holder, toilet roll holder, 

toilet brush set, grab rail, hand towel holder 

and towel hook

EXPERT TIP

Inset glass recesses are an 

understated and elegant 

way to incorporate 

storage into your 

bathroom. 
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We love the luxurious 

porcelain tiles.  
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“Simple yet oh-so-sophisticated, this design by All New Bathroom 

Renovations is the epitome of easy style. Originally a tired and 

dated space, this room has been rejuvenated courtesy of clean 

lines, luxurious textures and a soothing colour palette. The 

minimalist layout enhances the sense of space, with pared-back 

features and glossy porcelain tiles adding to the bathroom’s airy 

ambience. The shower’s frameless screen builds on this idea, 

allowing it to seamlessly blend into the rest of the space. The 

curves of the freestanding bath and Italian-made basin beautifully 

soften the bathroom’s sharper edges, creating an indulgent home 

spa feel. Recessed shelving in the shower, vanity and above the 

bathtub creates convenient storage, but doesn’t encourage clutter. 

Personal commodities are stored in the purposely wide vanity, 

while regularly used items are made all the easier to find thanks 

to the inbuilt shelf’s LED accent lighting. Steel accessories create a 

high-end feel, and the heated towel rail and floor heating provide a 

touch of true luxury. The end result is a streamlined bathroom that 

feels both high end and down to earth.”

Designer: John Haidar for All New Bathroom Renovations 

want more? 

SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM

allnew.com.au

(02) 9727 7170

0425205464

EFFORTLESS 

REFINEMENT 
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SHOP THE LOOK 
 ■ Vanity Caesarstone

 ■ Basin Italian

 ■ Shower Frameless screen

 ■ Taps Grohe

 ■ Tiles Porcelain

 ■ Mirror 6mm custom-made 

pencil edge

 ■ Toilet suite Coromer

 ■ Lighting LED downlights and 

strip lighting

 ■ Heating Heated towel rail and 

underfloor heating

We love the tranquil 

atmosphere and instant 

feeling of relaxation.

EXPERT TIP

A light, fairy neutral 

colour scheme creates 

a spa-like feel and provides 

ample opportunities 

to add personal 

touches.
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“Proving that you don’t have to compromise on style 

when it comes to small spaces, this Bubbles Bathroom 

design is the perfect blend of practicality and creativity. 

With a client brief that requested maximum workability 

and an airy and spacious feel, an intelligent and 

innovative design solution was put into play. Originally 

an ungainly semi-ensuite, the now neutral colour palette 

refines and streamlines the space, while the sparkling 

white tiles add to the bathroom’s airy ambience. Touches 

of darker shades add some warmth and a sense of 

modernity, while the mosaic slate wall enhances the 

subtle curves of the freestanding bathtub. The eye-

catching contrast between light and dark gives this 

bathroom an element of drama, while the floor tiles are 

placed just so for perfect symmetry. Installed on the 

other side of the dividing wall, the shower is comfortably 

large, with the wall restraining any water run-of  and 

replacing the need for a shower screen. A sanitary suite 

is hidden behind the second dividing wall of the shower, 

with the clients requesting it be kept out of sight when 

entering the bathroom. Besides the visual appeal, this 

design has plenty of practicality, with a large amount of 

storage, his-and-hers sinks and easy-to-clean appliances 

and layout.”

Designer: Bubbles Bathrooms Design Team

REAL-WORLD STYLE

EXPERT TIP

Complicated or 

extravagant bathroom 

accessories can look 

cheap without 

expert help. 
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SHOP THE LOOK 
 ■ Vanity Custom made 

in vinyl wrap with white 

natural finish

 ■ Basin Marblo oval 530 

basin, circle 430 basin

 ■ Bath Clearwater 

Formoso oval 

freestanding bath

 ■ Shower Nikles 

Pearl shower head, 

Sussex Pol 

hand-shower system

 ■ Taps Gessi Trasparenze

 ■ Tiles Matt white 

rectified 300mm x 

900mm, black semi-

polished 600mm x 

600mm, black slat 

mosaic 600mm 

x 300mm

 ■ Mirror Custom flat 

polished edge

 ■ Toilet suite Laufen Pro

 ■ Lighting Corby 

12v pendant light, 

waterproof warm-white 

LED strip light, flush-

mount warm-white 

LED lights

 ■ Accessories 

Hydrotherm Milan 

floor-to-ceiling heated 

towel ladder 

We love how 

lighting is used 

to draw the eye 

instantly to the 

beautiful  bathtub.

want more?

SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM

bubblesbathrooms.com.au

(03) 9796 3000
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“Organic tones and crisp whites have beautifully 

reinvigorated this decades-old bathroom, restyling this 

old, tired space into something warm, luxurious and 

tempting. Originally a run-down and cluttered area 

with poor ventilation and a tendency to leak, this Better 

Bathrooms & Kitchens design was built with a light, open 

space and inviting atmosphere in mind. The new layout 

has turned it into a light-filled haven that instills a sense 

of serenity. The charcoal Belli ngen tiles add to the Zen-

like feel, while the smooth lines and modern materials 

produce a bathroom that’s uplifting and welcoming. 

Special attention was paid to the shower, and the 

deceptively simple design was tailor-made for its tall 

owner-to-be. The in-built shelf is not only aesthetically 

pleasing, but practical as well, while the fixed highlight 

window adds lovely, soft illumination. The star of this 

space, however, is the vanity. The earthy tones contrast 

beautifully with the pristine benchtop, while the cleverly 

disguised cabinets house plenty of storage space.”

Designer: Garrett Hebden for Better 

Bathrooms & Kitchens

want more?

SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM

justbetter.com.au 

235-237 Union Road, Ascot Vale Vic

(03) 9370 7288

UNDERSTATED 

OPULENCE

SHOP THE LOOK
 ■ Vanity Luxe Lucci 1500 unit

 ■ Basin Luxe white microcrystal glass 

top and basin

 ■ Shower Luxe Bella Vista shower grate 

with toughened-glass shower panel

 ■ Taps Luxe

 ■ Tiles (wall) White gloss glazed ceramic

 ■ Tiles (floor and feature) Bellingen charcoal

 ■ Mirror Three-door mirrored 

shaving cabinet

 ■ Towel suite Existing

 ■ Lighting LED downlights

 ■ Towel ladder Z-style, non-heated

 ■ Towel rack and towel ring Luxe 

Milano

EXPERT TIP

Splashes of colour and 

humidity-loving blooms 

are a fantastic way to 

add personality to a 

neutral bathroom.
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We love the amazing use 

of space and the warm, 

natural colour palette.
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“The owners wanted this master ensuite bathroom 

to have a timeless feel and an ambience that was 

warm and welcoming after a long day. We used a 

combination of contemporary, streamlined finishes 

with items that hinted at a time gone by. A bold, 

monochrome colour scheme immediately draws 

your attention when entering the room, with the 

open structure of the vanity unit softening the 

space. The floor gives the bathroom amazing visual 

depth, with its shining black surface shot through 

with veins of white. The gleaming nickel accents 

complement the contrasting hues and add an 

element of luxury to the room. In such an open-plan 

space, privacy must be carefully considered. We 

included a sliding glass door, the centre section 

frosted white, which provides privacy to the shower 

and adjoining toilet as needed. It runs along a 

clever track that needed quite a bit of work to run 

smoothly, but it was well worth the ef ort and the 

owners are very pleased with their new bathroom.”

Designer: John Spiteri CBD AU for 

Brindabella Bathrooms

PARENTS’ PARADISE SHOP THE LOOK
 ■ Vanity Perrin & Rowe Hawthorn Hill 

Contemporary double basin with 

nickel finish

 ■ Vanity top Nero Marquina top with 

60mm mitred edges

 ■ Basin Perrin & Rowe rectangular top 

mounted in white

 ■ Shower Perrin & Rowe Contemporary 

shower set in nickel with dual shower 

roses, Invisage fixed panel in Starfire 

glass, glass panel in full white, sliding 

glass door with 50 per cent privacy 

in white

 ■ Bath Victoria + Albert in white

 ■ Taps Perrin & Rowe Contemporary 

monobloc in nickel

 ■ Tiles Nero Marquina polished, 

Snow White

 ■ Mirror Perrin & Rowe

 ■ Toilet suite Laufen Mimo back-to-wall 

with soft-close lid

 ■ Heating IXL Sensation

 ■ Accessories Perrin & Rowe double 

towel rail, basket, towel ring, robe hook 

and architectural grate

want more?

SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM

brindabellabathrooms.com.au

brindabellahomeimprovements.com.au

1300 794 488

EXPERT TIP

Complement a 

monochromatic colour 

scheme with elements 

that gleam, such as 

nickel tapware.
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We love the practical sliding glass 

panel that extends to cover either 

the shower or the toilet for privacy.
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“Originally a main bathroom, ensuite and walk-

through robe, this stunning Bubbles Bathroom 

renovation has combined the three for a spacious 

and elegant room. The neutral colour palette 

enhances the sense of airiness, while the glossy tiles 

reflect natural light throughout the bathroom. A 

handmade Italian mosaic draws the eye towards the 

freestanding bath, emphasising its indulgent lines 

and luxurious depth while adding a textual edge. The 

walk-in shower is impressive with a distinct simplicity 

that doesn’t distract the viewer’s eye from the mosaic; 

instead, it exudes a sumptuous yet minimal feel 

that extends to the vanity. A pond-style basin was a 

unique choice, which fits seamlessly into the space 

and adds an element of modernity. A classic design 

was essential to creating a lasting bathroom, while the 

practical elements, such as Corian niches and under-

shower tile heating, are easy to clean and prevent 

organic growth.”

Designer: Bubbles Bathrooms Design Team

SHOP THE LOOK 
 ■ Vanity Custom made in 

two-pack Dulux Vivid White

 ■ Basin Custom-made Corian 

Oyster pond basin and 

integrated top

 ■ Bath Vienna

 ■ Shower Methven

 ■ Taps Paco Jaansōn Superbox

 ■ Tiles Urban Edge 

Cottonwood 600mm x 

300mm porcelain, Concrete 

x Mud 600mm x 600mm 

porcelain, Clay Brick Sand 

mosaic 300mm x 300mm

 ■ Mirror Custom made, flat-

polished edge

 ■ Toilet suite Axa Uno wall-

hung pan, Grohe cistern, 

Arena buttons

 ■ Lighting CIM 492-CR 

to vanity

 ■ Heating Underfoot

 ■ Accessories Milli Rush 

towel rails, Teknobili toilet-

roll holder

We love the open- plan 

layout that encourages 

easy movement and 

fuss-free cleaning.

EXPERT TIP

Mosaics don’t have to be 

bright af airs — neutral 

hues can look just as 

intricate and provide a 

cleaner palette.

A TIMELESS 
STATEMENT
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want more?

SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM

bubblesbathrooms.com.au

(03) 9796 3000
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Family owned and operated since 1991. Germancraft is one of Australia’s largest leading custom 

cabinetry manufacturers. We strive to utilise the best manufacturing technologies to ensure a reputation 

for producing to the highest standard.

With a business built on customer service, Germancraft’s team of award winning designers, 

project managers and tradesmen can bring your dreams to reality.

L U X U R Y,  Q U A L I T Y  &  S T Y L E

22 Newheath Drive Arundel Qld 4214  Phone: 07 5580 5466  Fax: 07 5580 5477  Email: sales@germancraft.com.au

www.germancraft.com.au



IXL Neo Tastic modules

Modular bathroom heat, vent and light solutions

Start and end each day with a little bit of bliss

2 year warranty  

on in-line exhaust

2

2 year warranty  

on heat lamps

2

5 year in-home  

warranty on unit

5

www.ixlappliances.com.au   I   1300 727 421

Creating a luxurious bathroom environment is easy with IXL’s stylish and lexible Neo Heat, Vent, and Vent n Lite 

module solutions.

Use individual Neo modules wherever additional comfort is needed, or install all three to enjoy the full beneits of 

powerful extraction, instant heat and low-energy LED lighting. Neo modules also integrate seamlessly with existing 

ixed-wire, Neo Single and Dual modules. Available in silver or white inish.

Proudly designed and made in Australia.

Heat Module Vent n Lite 
Module

Vent Module



omvivo.com

T +61 3 9339 8130  

E info@omvivo.com 

Lilli
Lilli provides
a light filled sculptural
feature for the bathroom
with its smooth curves
and classic Omvivo
solid surface.
The Lilli bath
is the new edition
to the contemporary
Lilli basin range, making
this a timeless yet bold
family of product.



Luxury Design

Luxury Australian brand 
Omvivo have been 
designing and producing 
innovative bathroom pieces 
for over 20 years.  

persistent commitment  
to architectural design  
and quality.  

1_ Arki 900 wall basin  
2_ Venice 450 round basin,  
 cabinet and mirror -  
 exclusive to Reece   
 Showrooms Nationally   
3_ CDesign 1330 wall basin   
4_ Latis round basin

and timber trestle

1 2

3

For further information, 

please contact;  

info@omvivo.com  

+61 3 9339 8130 

omvivo.com 

4





e info@decina.com.au    p 1300DECINA     

For the full range of Decina’s premium bathroomware products  

visit your nearest plumbing store or visit decina.com.au

Bathroomware • Drink SystemsDECINA.COM.AU

DI SCO V E R  I NDU LG E NCE

W I T H  D E C I N A’S  R A N G E  O F  L U X U R Y  

B A T H R O O M W A R E  P R O D U C T S

A U S T R A L I A’S  N O .1  C H O I C E  

F O R  LU X U R Y  B AT H S ,  S PA  B AT H S  A N D  S H O W E R S ,  S I N C E  1 9 8 9



“With its warm and soothing atmosphere, this bathroom is the ultimate retreat from 

the hustle and bustle of modern life. Designed with a sophisticated sanctuary in mind, 

this Bathrooms & Kitchens SA space makes use of pared-back features and sparkling 

white tiles to enhance a sense of airiness, while the timber-grain floor injects an element 

of warmth and welcoming. Originally a modest bathroom with a separate toilet, this 

renovation has blended the two rooms together, maximising floor space and allowing the 

addition of a shower and bathtub. The freestanding tub adds a touch of luxury, marking 

this wet zone as a corner for pure indulgence. The louvered windows take full advantage 

of natural light but don’t compromise on privacy thanks to the frosted glass, allowing 

the owners an uninterrupted view of the garden. Stainless-steel and a sleek stone basin 

create a striking vanity, with an elongated mirror amplifying natural light and playing 

with the room’s dimensions. A frameless shower screen ef ortlessly blends into the rest 

of the room, with the barely-there design extending that clean and uncrowded feel.”

Designer: Paul Hutchison Ckd. Cbd. for Bathrooms & Kitchens SA

want more?

SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM

bathroomsandkitchenssa.com.au

1/348 Unley Road, Unley Park SA 

( 08) 7231 0723

NEW-AGE RETREAT

We love the timber-grain 

� oor tiles that add a sense 

of texture and richness.

EXPERT TIP

Bright, on-trend 

accessories, such as 

these gorgeous towels, 

showcase individuality 

and are easy to update as 

trends change.
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SHOP THE LOOK
 ■ Vanity Custom made 

with Caesarstone 

Fresh Concrete 

benchtop and Polytec 

cinder matt doors

 ■ Basin Bathroomware 

House Bliss stone basin

 ■ Bath Client’s own

 ■ Shower 

Bathroomware House 

square drencher

 ■ Taps Bathroomware 

House gloss mixer 

taps, Vivid floor-

mounted bath spout

 ■ Mirror Custom made

 ■ Toilet suite 

Bathroomware House 

Emma square, Geberit 

cistern and frame

 ■ Lighting LED ceiling, 

Custom Lighting 

incandescent filtered 

wall mirror 

 ■ Heating 

Bathroomware House 

IXL Single Neo Tastic
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“Modern and warm, this Champagne Finish Bathrooms & 

Kitchens space is the perfect slice of everyday indulgence. 

Designed with an ‘inner sanctum’ in mind, this bathroom 

practically glows with warmth. The combination of the timber-

inspired Navurban vanity and the modern white of the sink 

af ord the space with a sense of luxury, while the oversized 

mirror maximises the room’s dimensions. The visual texture of 

the vanity banishes any sense of austerity, while the double-

basin benchtop is both practical and stylish. The workability of 

doubles is extended to the shower suite, with two shower head 

options and more than enough space. Wall niches help keep 

the area streamlined and organised, a theme that’s mirrored 

by the wall-mounted taps in the sanitary section. Besides 

enhancing the space’s dimensions and textures, the elongated 

mirror also captures the vista of the outside garden, adding to 

the organic feel of the room.”

Designers: Gail Kasch and Ste� en Kasch with 

Champagne Finish Bathrooms & Kitchens 

want more?

SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM

champagnefinish.com.au

1598 High Street, Glen Iris Vic

(03) 9885 0412

EVERYDAY LUXURY 
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SHOP THE LOOK
 ■ Vanity New Age 

Veneers Navurban, 

Caesarstone Alpine Mist

 ■ Tiles Light polished 

and dark semi-polished 

porcelain tiles

 ■ Toilet suite Wall-faced

 ■ Dressing table and 

shower niches 

Caesarstone Vanilla Noir

We love the welcoming, indulgent 

atmosphere of the space.

EXPERT TIP

Wooden cabinetry is 

a beautiful, modern addition 

to any bathroom and looks 

great alongside fresh 

flowers or other 

plant life. 
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A TORNADO IN YOUR TOILET
D U A L  C L E A N I N G  P O W E R  F O R  A  L O N G - L A S T I N G  C L E A N

Relax and take a deep breath. TOTO toilets stay clean on their own making your life a little easier and healthier.

TORNADO FLUSH

1

2

RIMLESS DESIGN

Powerful cleaning with very little water

Easy to clean for guraranteed hygiene

What if someone told you that you won’t have to scrub 

your toilet anymore? That the toilet can stay clean on its 

own? That the toilet can wash away the grimey, yellow-

ish stains that plague your toilet bowl leaving it 

sparklingly clean all the time? Impossible, you say. Well 

it would take quite a technology to do the job and the 

technology we speak of comes with quite a name- 

Tornado Flush. Yes, a tornado in your toilet. It creates a 

vortex of water that swirls powerfully around the surface 

of the toilet bowl  forcing everything off the toilet. It may 

sound like a lot of water and a lot of noise, but in fact, 

it’s quieter than normal toilets and uses less water. Still 

impossible to have a self-cleaning toilet you say? We 

beg to differ.

And what of the rim? The place that’s so impossible to 

reach you never bother with it and yet you wonder 

where that musky smell is coming from. Well fear not, 

the side kick to Tornado Flush has come to the rescue. 

Rimless Design is an open rim that has no nooks and 

crannies where pesky germs can cling to. That way, 

Tornado Flush can reach all the way up to the rim, 

washing everything away with each flush. This pair of 

germ fighters makes cleaning much easier for you. So 

relax and take a deep breath. Your toilet bowl will be 

spotless in every possible place. 

TOTO Distributors (Australia)

www.oceania.toto.com

Telephone: 1800 00 8686 (TOTO)



A NEW WAY OF USING WATER IN THE BATHROOM - THE WASHLET

Automatic open and close cover Nozzle
Antibacterial spray, 
ewater+

If you’ve ever been stranded on the 

toilet bereft of toilet paper, here is a 

solution- a solution that you may 

find more pleasant than dry, 

scratchy toilet paper. The Washlet is 

a high-tech toilet that uses warm 

water for personal cleansing. The 

water is sprayed from a nozzle that 

moves in and out of a compartment 

in the toilet.  

TOTO, the world’s leading producer 

of sanitary ware, is the original crea-

tor of the Washlet, developing and 

perfecting every detail of every func-

tion since 1980. The latest model is 

the most high functioning of its kind 

and is equipped with numerous 

enjoyable functions. The seat cover 

opens and closes automatically by 

motion-sensor and the heated seat 

is snug and comforting. The nozzle 

sprays a stream of warm water with 

a variety of spray patterns that can 

range from a gentle to powerful flow 

that can oscillate. The temperature 

of the warm air dryer can be adjust-

ed to your liking and the automatic 

deodoriser filters out any unpleas-

ant smells. Better yet, the Washlet 

has the ability to keep the toilet 

clean on its own. An Earth-safe 

antibacterial water is regularly 

sprayed into the bowl eliminating 

99.9% of bacteria. This special 

liquid also cleans the nozzle so you 

can be assured that it’s perfectly 

clean every time it’s used. 

In the past, the Washlet was exclu-

sively found in Japan. But more and 

more people are realising what 

they’ve been missing. Prominent 

hotels in particular are using them 

as an added luxury in guestrooms. 

The owners of five-star hotels who 

have installed Washlets point out 

that “the many convenient features 

of the Washlet are likely to increase 

satisfaction and provide an enjoya-

ble experience. It enables our 

guests to gain ultimate satisfaction.”

With the popularity of high-tech 

toilets, you may not be as troubled 

the next time you find yourself 

desperate for toilet paper. This new 

way of washing is proving to be a 

refreshing upgrade.

TOTO Distributors (Australia)

www.oceania.toto.com

Telephone: 1800 00 8686 (TOTO)



“Ensuites continue to enjoy soaring 

popularity but as they’re generally 

small spaces, it’s important to pack in 

maximum style in minimum space. 

By using the same finish on walls and 

floors—in this case a beautiful mid-tone 

porcelain timber-look tile—we’ve created 

a neutral palette with which to work, as 

well as a perception of more room. Key to 

the uncluttered look are clever bathroom 

products in bright white and chrome 

plating. The Raymor Pattison wall-hung 

basin in engineered stone is a standout 

and includes a concealed waste area and 

integrated hand-towel rail. The basin is 

teamed with Raymor’s Alor basin mixer, 

featuring a tapered paddle lever and full 

brass construction. The matching Alor 

shower mixer is used in the shower stall 

for a cohesive aesthetic. In keeping with 

the space-creating theme, the Byron 

wall-hung toilet, with concealed cistern, 

is again understated in its profile without 

compromising on function. Fittings were 

carefully chosen to maintain the simple, 

unadorned design aesthetic, and all are of 

brass construction with a bright chrome 

finish. The end result is sleek, unique and 

entirely contemporary.”

Designer: Raymor

want more? 

SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM

raymor.com.au

1800 729 667

RISE OF 

THE ENSUITE

EXPERT TIP

Create a striking natural 

aesthetic by combining 

timber-look tiles with 

neutral fittings.
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SHOP THE LOOK
 ■ Basin Raymor Pattison wall-hung 

engineered-stone basin, Alor basin mixer

 ■ Shower Raymor Alor 250mm round 

shower head, Alor shower mixer

 ■ Toilet suite Raymor Byron wall hung

 ■ Accessories Raymor Ceduna single towel 

rail, toilet-roll holder and robe hook

We love the sleek, 

modern i ttings and well-

considered accessories.
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“When it came to this design, less was more — clean lines and a colour 

palette of rich greys let the garden vista do all the talking. Instantly 

creating a sense of soothing calm, the combination of the grained 

marble tiling and chic pristine white of the bathtub and basins is 

reminiscent of a luxury spa, while the timber-framed windows give this 

design a stylish and contemporary edge. The floor-to-ceiling curtain 

adds some texture to the minimal layout, while also creating a hidden-

sanctuary feel. An oversized window brings the outside in, contributing 

to the escapism theme and making the space feel bigger and brighter. 

The stone bath is deliciously large, with the freestanding stainless-steel 

taps and spout enhancing the atmosphere of pure indulgence. The 

vanity and shelving have been kept in proportion to the large room and 

fixtures, yet are still minimal enough to not take away from the natural 

stone benches and striking tiles. The shower and toilet suite have their 

own separate section complete with basin and storage options, while 

the elongated mirror artfully bounces the natural light around the room. 

Plenty of storage prevents clutter, and the hard-wearing materials are 

not only beautiful to look at but also easy to clean.”

Designer: Phil O’Brien for Designer Kitchens

interior Designer: Bettina Clark for Ascot Living

want more?

SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM

designerkitchens.com.au

435 Montague Road, West End Qld

5 Byres Street, Newstead, Brisbane Qld

(07) 3844 1500

EFFORTLESS ESCAPISM 
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SHOP THE LOOK 
 ■ Vanity Polytec in Char 

Oak with Ravine finish and 

Shadowline routed finish, 

Silver Wave honed 

marble benchtop

 ■ Basin Natural Stone Bath 

Factory stone top-mount 

 ■ Bath Natural Stone Bath 

Factory stone freestanding 

 ■ Shower Double shower with 

frosted glass doors

 ■ Taps Methven Kiri Collection

 ■ Tiles Silver Wave 600mm x 

600mm marble wall tiles

 ■ Mirror Designer Kitchens

 ■ Lighting Pendant lights, LED 

spotlights

We love the beautiful stone 

basins and bathtub, with their 

subtle, organic textures .

EXPERT TIP

Maximise views by 

installing an oversized 

window, adding a 

touch of luxury and 

encouraging relaxation 

at bath time.
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“The owners requested a unique, comfortable space with a real wow 

factor. We decided to keep the colour palette simple and place focus 

on one truly unique and exciting bathroom feature: the custom-made 

floor tiles. Handmade by Popham Design in Morocco, these tiles are 

contemporary and unquestionably eye-catching. The monochromatic 

colour palette is simple and the pattern classic and uncluttered, 

however the overall result is a far cry from the sparse white rooms 

that are so common today. Black tapware was chosen to pick up the 

darker colours in the floor tiles, while a wood-look vanity and grey-tiled 

feature wall prevent a dated, overly matched result. A generous window 

opposite the shower and the gentle white of the walls, bath and sink 

add light to what could have been an overly dark, busy space, while the 

clear glass shower pane keeps the floor plan open and makes the room 

appear spacious. The overall ef ect? Decidedly modern and anything 

but dull!”

Designer: Owners with Tiento Tiles

want more? 

SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM

tientotilesmelbourne.com.au 

449 High Street, Prahran Vic

(03) 9510 5055

UNIQUELY CHIC
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SHOP THE LOOK 
 ■ Wall tiles Tiento TTN446 

200mm x 500mm Satin White

 ■ Floor tiles Tiento TTY040 Popham 

Cheeky Hex Kohl and Milk

 ■ Feature tiles Tiento TTD141 

450mm x 900mm Unir Anthracite 

We love the incredible 

monochrome � oor 

tiles, which add such an 

amazing pop!

EXPERT TIP

Even in small spaces, 

don’t be afraid to mix tiles

and textures — just be sure

to stick to neutral colours

and keep the focus on

one bold pattern.
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“Proving that monochrome never goes out of style, this Germancraft-designed 

bathroom has a distinct air of pure indulgence. From the sparking wall feature to the 

opulent tub and sheer amount of space, this room may even do luxury spa better 

than a luxury spa itself. Retaining the dramatic colour palette and sweeping layout of 

the home, this space ef ortlessly complements the residence, banishing unnecessary 

walls and doors for the ultimate minimal feel. The Italian diamantine tiles save the 

bathroom from being too clinical, adding a sense of glamour and personality while 

highlighting the pièce de résistance: the freestanding bathtub. The bath’s curves 

contrast beautifully with the gloss black tiles, giving of  a contemporary vibe and 

creating the ultimate pamper corner. The large shower suite is no wallflower, either, 

with the reoccurring feature wall and dimensions of an inner-city apartment giving the 

tub a run for its money. While the aesthetics might get all the attention, the practicality 

of this bathroom was a major consideration. The galley-inspired vanity has multiple 

storage options, while the simplistic colour scheme makes it near impossible to create 

a sense of clutter.”

Designer: Katia Slogrove for Germancraft Cabinets

 want more?

SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM

germancraft.com.au

22 Newheath Drive, Arundel Qld 

(07) 5580 5466

We love the near-non-existent dividing 

bedroom wall that provides an 

uninterrupted view of the waterfront.

MODERN MONOCHROME 
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SHOP THE LOOK
 ■ Vanity Two-pack 

white gloss cabinets, 

Luna White Quantum 

Quartz top

 ■ Basin European plumbing

 ■ Tiles Ultra White 

gloss, Bling Silver 

Metal mosaic

EXPERT TIP

Metallic touches 

are a fantastic way to 

add dimension to a 

black and white 

colour scheme.
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SHOP THE LOOK
 ■ Basins Marblo Mojo 

above counter in white

 ■ Bath Marblo Mojo oval 

in matt white

 ■ Bath spout Ovale 

freestanding chrome

 ■ Shower Nikles 

Quatre 200 soft brass 

showerhead in chrome, 

Milli Glance shower mixer, 

Kubus hand shower

 ■ Tapware Milli Glance 

wall basin mixer set 

in chrome

 ■ Wall tiles 600mm 

x 600mm tiles by 

Lifestiles in Camberwell

 ■ Toilet Axa Uno wall pan 

in white

want more?

SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM

ultimatekitchens.com.au

1035 Burke Road, 

Hawthorn East Vic

(03) 9882 4103

CHAMPAGNE TASTE
“The owners of this Merricks North home had clear 

ideas about what they wanted: a bespoke bathroom 

that would be both eye-catching and remarkable. This 

bathroom design strikes just the right note. By removing 

the enclosed shower cubicle and replacing it with a 

stunning walk-in shower, the narrow space immediately 

looks and feels more spacious. The pebble-backed 

in-wall bath and shower shelves incorporate clever 

LED lighting to add further breadth to the room, as well 

as functional storage. Strong visual cues are created 

by the highly textured timber laminate vanity, which 

contrasts with the strong colour palette to balance the 

space, and the beautifully profiled freestanding bath. Its 

perfectly curved form echoes the basin with a stamp of 

confidence. The whole design is brought together by the 

high-gloss tiles, which reflect light to create the striking, 

lustrous ef ect the owners were after.”

Designer: Je�  Richards for Ultimate 

Kitchens & Bathrooms

We love 

the in-wall 

shower and 

bath shelves 

with LED 

lighting.
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EXPERT TIP
Use high-gloss 

tiles to 

reflect light.



03 9510 5055
hello@tiento.com.au

tiento.com.au

Tiento Tiles is Melbourne’s premier tile showroom - 
displaying a wide selection of modern, creative and 
decorative Italian and Spanish porcelain, through 
to hand made Australian and Moroccan tiles.



 

751 HIGH ST, ARMADALE, VIC: 03 9818 1403 • 170 QUEEN ST, WOOLLAHRA, NSW: 02 9362 4736 • www.englishtapware.com.au 

FREECALL AUSTRALIA WIDE: 1300 01 61 81 • AUCKLAND, NZ: In Residence • 09 309 3023 • www.inres.co.nz

Fittings of Distinction
MADE IN ENGLAND 



“This luxurious, modern space replaced a ‘90s bathroom that no longer 

suited the owner’s needs. Terracotta floor tiles and an aluminium 

window were both dated and ungainly, and the owners were seeking 

a new design that oozed luxury to better suit the look of their modern 

home in the Sydney beachside suburb of Manly. The owners wanted 

a focus on longevity and requested waterproofing well ahead of the 

industry standard as well as tapware with a minimum 15-year warranty. 

As creating a space with sustained appeal was paramount, the flow of 

the room was also carefully considered. The placement of the beautiful 

freestanding bath and large double basin creates a defined anti-

clockwise flow, while narrow items are centred in the same direction. 

The darker tiles flow to the wall above the bath, drawing the eye up 

and creating a calming, wave-like shape. This commitment to future-

proofing continued with the fittings, with a double wall-hung vanity 

that allows plenty of storage. The walk-in shower and freestanding bath 

promise an inviting escape, while the timeless white and grey colour 

palette is sure to remain current for years to come.”

Designer: Pam Spencer and Ken Evers for Beach Bathroom

want more? 

SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM

beachbathrooms.com.au

23 South Creek Road, Dee Why NSW

0467 298 859

SUN-SOAKED LUXURY
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SHOP THE LOOK 
 ■ Vanity MODO custom four-

drawer vanity, Pure White 

stone top

 ■ Basin Victoria + Albert Napoli

 ■ Bath Victoria + Albert 

Mozzano

 ■ Shower Hansgrohe 

Raindance

 ■ Taps Hansgrohe Metris 

wall-mounted basin set, Parisi 

floor-mounted bath mixer

 ■ Wall tiles Ceramic 600mm x 

300mm white gloss

 ■ Floor tiles Toko timber in 

charcoal

 ■ Toilet suite Parisi ABC back-

to-wall

 ■ Lighting LED

 ■ Heating Warmtech 

underfloor

 ■ Accessories Hansgrohe 

Axor

We love the � oor-mounted 

mixer next to the bath — it’s 

so luxurious and  leaves 

more space to stretch out as 

you relax!

EXPERT TIP

Glass-brick windows 

are a great way to let in 

light while maintaining 

total privacy.
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We o�er the perfect package when renovating, 

by taking care of your entire renovation from 

start to finish.

Our designs are on the leading edge in the 

renovation industry. Call us today for your in-

house consultation.

www.brindabellahomeimprovements.com.au

www.brindabellabathrooms.com.au

1300 794 488

Rediscover luxury in your home with the help 
of the award-winning team at Brindabella. Our 
design team will create the perfect space while 
our full builder's licence allows us to oversee all 
aspects of your project.

WINNER 2014
HIA NSW Region

Bathroom

WINNER 2014
HIA NSW Region
Large Bathroom

over 8sqm

WINNER 2014
HIA NSW Region
Bathroom Design

2015 HIA-CSR Australian 
Housing Awards

WINNER 
Bathroom Design



“Mainly used by guests, this powder room 

needed careful attention to detail to ensure all 

required elements could be included within a 

small space. A traditional aesthetic provides a 

timeless appeal while the fittings, fixtures and 

tiles make the room warm and welcoming. The 

Calacatta honed floor tiles, laid in a geometric 

diamond pattern, with matching wall tiles help 

make the room feel visually larger. Simple 

accessories add to the sense of style and are 

finished in nickel to match the nickel edge of 

the octagonal mirror. Visual boundaries within 

the room are reduced with the use of a walk-in 

shower featuring a discrete Starfire glass shower 

screen. This space not only looks fabulous but 

is highly functional, with easy-to-clean surfaces 

and a workable layout that not only welcomes 

guests, but makes them feel at home.”

Designer: John Spiteri CBD AU for 

Brindabella Bathrooms

want more?

SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM

brindabellabathrooms.com.au

brindabellahomeimprovements.com.au

1300 794 488

BE OUR GUEST

SHOP THE LOOK
 ■ Basin Perrin & Rowe Art Deco pedestal 

basin in white

 ■ Shower Invisage screen in Starfire glass 

with U-channel, Perrin & Rowe tapware

 ■ Taps Perrin & Rowe monobloc with 

crossheads in nickel

 ■ Tiles (wall) Stone World Calacatta 

marble honed white, Pietra Grey Europa

 ■ Tiles (floor) Stone World Calacatta 

marble honed, Pietra Grey Europa

 ■ Mirror Perrin & Rowe octagonal with 

nickel e dge

 ■ Toilet suite Perrin & Rowe Art Deco with 

concealed bottom outlet in white and 

Limited Oak seat with nickel hinges

 ■ Heating IXL Triumph from Reece

 ■ Accessories Perrin & Rowe toilet-roll 

holder, towel rail, towel ring, shower 

basket and robe hook in nickel

EXPERT TIP

To make a small room look 

larger, choose a tile that 

draws the eye in dif erent 

directions. This will create 

the visual impression of 

more space.
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* N E W LY  O P E N E D *
V I C T O R I A

Selection Gallery
335 Ferrars St

Albert Park

Ph: 03 8696 4000

N E W  S O U T H  W A L E S

Selection Gallery
1E Danks St

Waterloo

Ph: 02 8572 8500

Q U E E N S L A N D

Selection Gallery
94 Petrie Tce

Brisbane

Ph: 07 3369 4777

* O P E N I N G  S O O N *
W E S T E R N  A U S T R A L I A

Selection Gallery  

12 Sundercombe St  

Osborne Park

Ph: 08 9446 8255

New total look Bathroom Collection.

Design: Prospero Rasulo for Gessi



PRODUCTS & SHOWROOMS



Recognised as a leading innovator since 

1858, IXL is well known for its commitment to 

engineering excellence and high-quality appliance 

manufacturing. Its rich heritage of innovation 

continues with the relaunch of the IXL website, 

which is an essential and easy-to-navigate resource 

for customers sourcing high-quality ventilation, 

heat and light solutions for the home. 

Among a number of innovative additions to IXL’s 

new website is the clever “Help Me Choose page”, 

which identifies the extraction requirements for 

a room with a simple three-step online calculator. 

By selecting the type of room, its dimensions and 

whether the room has a shower, the calculator will 

reveal the optimal ventilation, heating and light 

options, allowing users to select the perfect unit for 

their individual needs.

Developed to make finding products easier 

than ever, IXL’s new website features detailed 

information for all products in the Tastic three-in-

one heating, ventilation and light collection, as well 

as for its range of individual ventilation and heating 

options. With the freedom to browse and compare 

products, download brochures, installation guides 

and other useful tools, the site is designed to make 

renovating a less daunting process.

The extensive website includes all the latest 

products from the IXL range, including the sleek 

and elegant Tastic Neo collection, which delivers a 

suite of high-quality ventilation, heat and lighting 

solutions while adding a poignant touch of luxury 

to any modern bathing environment.

The IXL Neo collection includes both the Tastic 

Neo three-in-one units and a range of Tastic Neo 

modules, which provide additional flexibility for 

consumers to customise their bathroom. The Neo 

modules range includes the Vent n Lite module, 

Vent module and Heat module, which combine 

to provide the perfect blend of functionality and 

energy ef iciency within a sleek design. Together, 

they of er high-performing, three-in-one units and 

individual modules that allow users to curate their 

own perfect bathroom environment.

USER-FRIENDLY DESIGN

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Sampford IXL 

Website ixlappliances.com.au

Phone 1300 727 421
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Omvivo’s Ergobath® is that kind of bath. The kind 

of bath that leads you to rearrange dinners, call of  

holidays and leave work early in favour of a long and 

luxurious soak. 

The Tony Schiavello-designed masterpiece utilises key 

principles of hydrotherapy and ergonomics to of er spa-

style indulgence from the comfort of your own home. 

Indulgently deep and modelled for the reclining form, 

the Ergobath® is all about minimalist lines and modern 

comfort, with a sleek, simplistic style that of ers a 

beautiful addition to any bathroom design. 

This commitment to good design is carried over to the 

technical aspects, with all plumbing contained within the 

bath structure and easily accessible via panel. It’s also 

equipped with a stainless-steel support frame for quick 

and easy installation. 

Using roughly 33 per cent less water than other 

designs of similar dimensions, the Ergobath® excels in 

the thermal retention field, while the overflow feature 

decreases the chance of water damage. 

Having launched this March, the Ergobath® range 

will be available exclusively in Reece Plumbing and 

Bathroom showrooms throughout Australia.

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Website omvivo.com 

Address Schiavello Complex, 

Door 94, 1 Sharps Road, Tullamarine Vic

Phone (03) 9339 8130

Email info@omvivo.com

INNOVATIVE 

INDULGENCE 
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T I L E  &  BAT HRO O M  C EN TR E

YOUR ONE STOP RENOVATION SHOP

BATHROOMS, KITCHENS, LAUNDRIES, FLOOR & WALL TILES, LAMINATE FLOORING, HOT WATER & MORE 

18 Forthorn Place, St Marys NSW 2760  |  02 9623 0499  |  www.abltilecentre.com.au



1222-1224 Canterbury Rd, (Cnr Mount Ave), Roselands NSW 2196 | p 02 9740 3398 | e sales@otcbs.com.au

www.otctiles.com.au
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Par Taps has been manufacturing tapware and 

bathroom accessories for more than 30 years. Its new 

Time Mixer collection is an ultra-modern design crafted 

from solid brass and made in Australia to the highest 

standards. The range features state-of-the-art ceramic 

disc technology and is available in Par Taps’ various 

colour options, including matt black, white and Antique 

Bronze. The outstanding range is designed for reliability 

and longevity with its simple application and finishes. 

You can view the company’s extensive range of tapware 

options by visiting its website.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Par Taps

Website partaps.com.au

Phone (03) 9484 0960

Email info@partaps.com.au

DESIGN AND FUNCTION

new

afted 

est 

mic

us

tique 

ability

hes.

pware 

options by visiting its website.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Par Taps

Website partaps.com.au

Phone (03) 9484 0960

Email info@partaps.com.au





Hydrotherm truly set the standard when it comes to heated 

towel rails - and their latest additions are no exception.

With its clean, simple lines, the minimalistic style 

of Hydrotherm’s Tube series will complement any 

contemporary-style bathroom. Uniquely unassuming, the 

single tube has been cleverly designed to function both 

vertically and horizontally. Its brash 50mm dimensions 

provide the platform for increased heat transfer and 

optimum functionality. Practical and stylish, the Single 

Tube has the innate ability to complement anyone and 

everyone’s individual taste.

Keen to save space? Hydrotherm's Swivel series 

towel rack ensures maximum functionality without 

compromising wall space or style. The swivel action 

conveniently allows towels to be accessed quickly and 

easily — a serious benefit for those taking hot showers 

on cool mornings.

For the perfect combination of flair and 

functionality, don’t miss out on this seriously stylish 

addition to your bathroom!

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Hydrotherm

Website hydrotherm.com.au

Address 96 Commercial Drive, 

Thomastown Vic

Phone (03) 9464 4622

Email sales@hydrotherm.com.au

HEATING THINGS UP
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AST113

With dozens of colour and finish options 
available, Astra Walker tapware seamlessly 
integrates into a wide range of interior 
schemes. The only limit is your imagination.

Be inspired. Visit astrawalker.com.au/finishes
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It swept the Queensland HIA Bathroom & Kitchen Awards, 

but there’s something you might not  know about the 

beautiful Luxe Lodge — Corian surfaces feature extensively. 

Lava Rock, Glacier Ice, Night Sky and Glacier White were 

used to create features including the circular bath platform, 

illuminated custom basin, custom bar sink and much more.

Designer Mark Gacesa says, “This project has the 

presence of a seven-star luxury hotel while, at the same 

time, mixes the warmth and organic feel of nature. To 

achieve this, I mixed many natural-look finishes such as 

honed slab marble, rock cladding, Hosowari cladding, dull 

brass and aged bronze with glamorous finishes including 

antiqued Tuscan amber mirror. Along with its silky 

seamless finish, Lava Rock and Night Sky blended perfectly 

into the mix and allowed me to achieve the design results 

that I desired.”

FOR MORE INFORMATION

DuPont™ Corian®  by CASF Australia

Website casf.com.au 

Phone 1300 267 426

Designer: Mark Gacesa for Ultraspace 

Website ultraspace.com.au 

A WINNING 

COMBINATION
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Bathrooms can and should be more than a place to do 

your business — take yours from humdrum space to luxury 

escape with a Mr Steam system from Geyser Australiasia. 

Combining the best features of a shower and a sauna, 

steam shower systems of er a rare chance to completely 

revitalise body and mind without leaving your home. 

Trend-setters in the US have already caught on, and 

the steam shower’s popularity has outgrown the more 

traditional spa bath. 

Models from Mr Steam of er incredible smart 

functionality and beautiful modern design, and comprise 

an advanced steam generator purported to help rejuvenate 

and hydrate the skin, burn calories and create a sense of 

utter relaxation and calm. 

The iSteam in-shower control panel features hydrophobic 

glass and of ers incredible functionality and simple touch 

and swipe controls. Use it to customise your steam shower’s 

temperature, chroma therapy lighting and running time, 

and even to play your favourite music while you enjoy a 

momentary escape. 

Incredibly advanced features allow you to control your 

steam shower with your smartphone or tablet, and you can 

even infuse the steam with your favourite aromatherapy 

essential oils. So don’t wait for a spa day to chill out; heat up 

your bathroom with Mr Steam. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Geyser Australasia

Website mrsteam.com.au

Phone 1800 439 737

STEAM THINGS UP
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The Bathroom Shop Mentone  I  18-22 Nepean Highway Mentone Victoria 3194  I  t 03 9585 3229  I  www.tbsm.net.au

Exclusively stocking LUXE products



CALL 1300 303 414 OR VISIT UNIVERSALSHOP.COM.AU TO TAKE UP 

THIS OFFER TODAY QUOTE CODE: BYB20GDA. OFFER ENDS 30 OCTOBER 2016

YOU GET 12 ISSUES 
of Grand Designs Australia magazine – value $107.40

FOR ONLY $79.00

M AG A Z I N E

2 
YEARS

FOR ONLY

$79



Genuinely Unique
Living Spaces

Adelaide Outdoor Kitchens are a
polished concrete benchtop and
furniture specialist, focused on
custom built furniture with new
or reclaimed timber.

We design and build outdoor
kitchens and bars - any shape,
size, style, material, including
BBQs, bar fridges, sinks, taps,
rangehoods, beer tap and keg
systems as well as pergolas,
decks, Bali huts, furniture and
outdoor rooms.

0437 658 850
adelaideoutdoorkitchens.com.au
    /adelaideoutdoorkitchens



Out of sight, out of mind, drainage might be a hidden 

element in many bathrooms, but it’s also one of the 

most important.  

Ensuring water is ef iciently and ef ectively 

removed from wet spaces is crucial not only to your 

family’s wellbeing, but also to the integrity of your 

home as a structure. Yet it seems all too often the 

specification and implementation of drainage is left 

until late in the construction process or, worse still, 

overlooked entirely.

As one of Australia’s most respected drainage 

manufacturers and suppliers, Stormtech is committed 

to delivering the highest-quality drainage solutions for 

today’s unique building projects. Stormtech’s skilled 

specialists work closely with specifiers, architects and 

builders to of er tailored drainage solutions, including 

bespoke drawings and plans for customised drainage 

designs for all Australian environments. 

All Stormtech products are Australian made and 

WaterMark certified. Plus, the company of ers the 

only linear drainage product in the world with Global 

GreenTag certification. 

So don’t settle for second best, choose drainage that 

cares for your home (and blends in seamlessly with your 

beautiful new renovation).

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Stormtech

Website stormtech.com.au

Phone 1300 653 403

THE RIGHT STUFF
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Freshen Up!



www. jamie j .com.au



Phone:  02  9971 2540 

Mobi le :  0418 299 459

Emai l :  in fo@l j tbathrooms.com.au 

you have always wanted
Bathroom For that 

A W A R D  W I N N I N G  B A T H R O O M S

W W W . L J T B A T H R O O M S . C O M . A U 

C R E A T E D  W I T H  G R E A T  D E S I G N , 

S T Y L E ,  Q U A L I T Y  A N D  I N N O V A T I O N

37
years
E X P E R I E N C E





Modern and unique, Ikon’s stunning range of tapware will completely 

transform your home. Featured in matt black and white with a 

chrome finish, these top-quality taps of er a perfectly controlled 

experience for your kitchen and/or bathroom. The units are made of 

advanced ceramic alloy in an enclosed environment, with a special 

lubricating coating for protection, while thick and uniform plating 

produces a glossy, mirror ef ect with a lasting finish. This, in turn, 

provides ef ective resistance against erosion caused by dirt, acid and 

alkali build-up.

Ikon understands the necessity of tranquillity in a household and 

hence its range of tapware features noise-reduction technology, 

which ef ectively slows down noise through reducing excess flow 

when the tap’s in use. The latest water-saving technology has also 

been implemented, guaranteed to minimise water wastage without 

compromising performance—the tapware’s hard exterior and 

smooth-flowing functionality will remain even after 500,000 uses. 

All ikon products are made by a leading world-class sanitary 

manufacturer, with advanced technology and more than 20 years’ 

industry experience. A triumph in modern design, Ikon’s standout 

range is ideal for use in any home. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION

ACL Company

www.ikonbathroomware.com.au

Address 101 Carnarvon St, Silverwater NSW 

Phone (02) 9647 1383

IKONIC TAPWARE
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If you’re seeking a focal point for your new 

bathroom, may we suggest a beautiful 

Mintori Dolce Vita Freestanding Spa Bath.

Designed to perfectly balance form and 

function, this stylish tub is created from the 

highest-sanitary-grade acrylic and boasts a 

stunning premium white gloss acrylic finish, 

which is incredibly resistant to scratches 

and harsh chemical cleaners. 

Rotating, high-performance jets provide 

an intense massage for your feet, shoulders 

and lumbar, and with 16 innovative jets built 

right into the side of the tub, there’ll be no 

lumps or bumps sticking into your back 

while you relax. 

Not quite ready to hop in? Spa  key 

remote technology allows you to operate 

three spa therapy systems from anywhere 

in your home, not to mention keep your 

bath warm and ready for a thorough 

session of relaxation.

Multi-coloured LED mood lighting is 

controlled via touch pad, conveniently 

placed at the side of the tub, so you can 

alternate seven dif erent colours to create 

an amazing, spa-style experience at home.

Australian owned and produced largely 

in Queensland, Decina’s products are 

manufactured to Australian standards and 

are backed by a 10-year warranty. So you 

can truly lie back, relax and get ready to feel 

your worries melt away.

SLEEK 
AND SOOTHING

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Website decina.com.au

Address 99 Cobalt Street,

Carole Park Qld

Phone 1300 DECINA

Email salesqld@decina.com.au
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‘unearth the uncommon’

400 Hoddle Street Clifton Hill, Melbourne 1300 774 774  |  299 Melbourne Road (off Mackey st) North Geelong 1300 693 693

FURNITURE | GIFTWARE & HOMEWARES | FIREPLACES | BATHROOMS | DOORS & HARDWARE | LIGHTING | TILES & FLOORING | OUTDOORS

www.schots.com.au

OPEN 7 DAYS



‘unearth the uncommon’ www.schots.com.au

SCHOTS
HOME EMPORIUM

an uncommon bathroom collection

 299 MELBOURNE ROAD

NORTH GEELONG, VICTORIA

 1300 693 693

400 HODDLE STREET

CLIFTON HILL, MELBOURNE

1300 774 774



SCHOTS HOME EMPORIUM

‘unearth the uncommon’

400 HODDLE STREET, CLIFTON HILL, MELBOURNE
Telephone: 1300 774 774 www.schots.com.au

FINISHES DIMENSIONS
Medicine Cabinet Vanity Medicine Cabinet Vanity

White/White or 
White/Black

White/White

Cognac/White

Width: 1830mm
Depth: 170mm
Height: 765mm

Width: 1840mm
Depth: 570mm
Height: 855mm

FINISHES DIMENSIONS
Vanity Vanity

Walnut/Black Width: 1675mm
Depth: 550mm
Height: 890mm

FINISHES DIMENSIONS
Vanity Vanity

White/White or 
White/Black

Width: 1530mm
Depth: 560mm
Height: 885mm

OC CLASSIQUE DOUBLE VANITY

OAKS DOUBLE VANITY SHERBROOKE DOUBLE VANITY

*sizes may differ slightly from those shown, please check in store
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299 MELBOURNE ROAD, NORTH GEELONG, VICTORIA
Telephone: 1300 693 693 www.schots.com.au

FINISHES DIMENSIONS
Vanity Vanity

White/White 
or White/Black

Width: 1550mm
Depth: 600mm
Height: 865mm

FINISHES DIMENSIONS
Vanity Vanity

White/White or 
White/Black

Width: 1525mm
Depth: 560mm
Height: 885mm

FINISHES DIMENSIONS
Vanity Vanity

Natural Teak

(*stone basins additional)

Width: 1400mm
Depth: 550mm
Height: 800mm

SHAKER DOUBLE VANITY

FINISHES DIMENSIONS
Vanity Vanity

White/White 
or White/Black

Width: 1525mm
Depth: 560mm
Height: 876mm

MONTANA DOUBLE VANITY

CARMEN DOUBLE VANITY REBA DOUBLE VANITY

*sizes may differ slightly from those shown, please check in store



SCHOTS HOME EMPORIUM

‘unearth the uncommon’

400 HODDLE STREET, CLIFTON HILL, MELBOURNE
Telephone: 1300 774 774 www.schots.com.au

REBA SINGLE VANITYPRIMA VANITY

FINISHES DIMENSIONS
Single Vanity Single Vanity

Concrete Width: 1200mm
Depth: 400mm
Height: 770mm

FINISHES DIMENSIONS
Vanity Single Vanity

Natural Teak
(*Stone Basins additional)

Width: 600mm
Depth: 550mm
Height: 800mm

Available in eight size variations. Basin not included Basin not included

FINISHES DIMENSIONS
Medicine Cabinet Vanity Medicine Cabinet Vanity

Cognac or White Cognac/White, White/
White or White/Black

Width: 1280mm
Depth: 180mm
Height: 765mm

Width: 1260mm
Depth: 575mm
Height: 865mm

CLASSIQUE SINGLE VANITY

*sizes may differ slightly from those shown, please check in store
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299 MELBOURNE ROAD, NORTH GEELONG, VICTORIA
Telephone: 1300 693 693 www.schots.com.au

SHERBROOKE VANITY

MONTANA SINGLE VANITY

FINISHES DIMENSIONS
Single Vanity Single Vanity

White/White 
White/Black

Width: 1070mm (762mm avail.)
Depth: 560mm
Height: 880mm

FINISHES DIMENSIONS
Single Vanity Single Vanity

White/White
White/Black

Width: 1670mm
Depth: 560mm
Height: 876mm

Also 

available in

762mm

Also 

available in

762mm

FINISHES DIMENSIONS
Mirror Vanity Mirror Vanity

White White/White Width: 1220mm
Depth: 127mm
Height: 1020mm

Width: 1100mm
Depth: 720mm
Height: 850mm

OXLEY CORNER VANITY

FINISHES DIMENSIONS
Vanity Small

White/Black, 
White/White

Width: 635mm
Depth: 560mm
Height: 880mm

NEW YORK SINGLE VANITY

*sizes may differ slightly from those shown, please check in store



SCHOTS HOME EMPORIUM

‘unearth the uncommon’

400 HODDLE STREET, CLIFTON HILL, MELBOURNE
Telephone: 1300 774 774 www.schots.com.au

FINISHES DIMENSIONS
Medicine Cabinet Vanity Medicine Cabinet Vanity

Cognac, White White/White, 
Cognac/White

Width: 1020mm
Depth: 180mm
Height: 760mm

Width: 1005mm
Depth: 565mm
Height: 855mm

EDISON SINGLE VANITY

FINISHES DIMENSIONS
Single Vanity Single Vanity

Black with porcelain basin

White with porcelain basin

Width: 660mm
Depth: 470mm
Height: 885mm

FINISHES DIMENSIONS
Vanity Vanity

French White/Black, White/
White or Cognac/Black

Width: 655mm
Depth: 510mm
Height: 815mm

TOORAK SINGLE VANITYWINSLET SINGLE VANITY

*sizes may differ slightly from those shown, please check in store
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299 MELBOURNE ROAD, NORTH GEELONG, VICTORIA
Telephone: 1300 693 693 www.schots.com.au

FINISHES DIMENSIONS
Medicine Cabinet Vanity Cabinet (2 door) Vanity

Walnut or 

French White

French White/
Black, Walnut/
Black

Width: 1037mm
Depth: 180mm
Height: 838mm

Width: 775mm
Depth: 550mm
Height: 895mm

FINISHES DIMENSIONS
Vanity Vanity

Walnut/Black Width: 550mm
Depth: 770mm
Height: 890mm

OAKS SINGLE VANITY JASPER SINGLE VANITY

FINISHES DIMENSIONS
Vanity Vanity

White/White 
or Cognac/
White

Width: 1257mm
Depth: 570mm
Height: 870mm

IBIS SINGLE VANITY

FINISHES DIMENSIONS
Mirror Vanity Mirror Vanity

White WhiteWhite

White/Black

Width: 615mm
Depth: 110mm
Height: 825mm

Width: 915mm
Depth: 595mm
Height: 865mm

SHAKER SINGLE VANITY

*sizes may differ slightly from those shown, please check in store



SCHOTS HOME EMPORIUM

‘unearth the uncommon’

400 HODDLE STREET, CLIFTON HILL, MELBOURNE
Telephone: 1300 774 774 www.schots.com.au

FINISHES DIMENSIONS
Semi-Recessed Small Vanity Medium Vanity Large Vanity

White or Cognac 
(with porcelain basin)

Width: 560mm
Depth: 440mm
Height: 850mm

Width: 810mm
Depth: 520mm
Height: 870mm

Width: 1000mm 
Depth: 520mm
Height: 870mm

Pictured with white bevelled mirror

CLASSIQUE SEMI-RECESSED VANITY

PEDESTAL BASINS

Dunedun Pedestal & Basin - White

800x545x865mm

Napier Pedestal Basin - White

555x555x905mm

Astoria Pedestal & Basin - White

625x 610x905mm

Acton Countertop Basin - White

550x400x120mm

Kensington Pedestal & Basin - White

555x555x905mm

Avino Toilet Suite - White

668x364x875mm

Aquina Pedestal & Basin - White

680x520x940mm

Marino Toilet Suite - White

670x365x820mm

Curio Classique Storage

White

610x450x1600mm

Shaker Tall Boy

Cognac

450x395x1785mm

*tapware and wastes not included
*sizes may differ slightly from those shown, please check in store
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299 MELBOURNE ROAD, NORTH GEELONG, VICTORIA
Telephone: 1300 693 693 www.schots.com.au

Voltaire Single Fireclay Sink

600x500x200cm - White

Norton Sink

610x410x195mm - White

Farmhouse Concrete Sink

762x459x265mm

Fitzroy Cast Iron Sink

840x540x290/226mm

Vendanges Double Fireclay Sink

800x600x200mm - White

Bellamy Concrete Trough

915x482x127mm

Tango Wall Hanging Vanity

480x450x340mm

*basin not included

Belfast Single Fireclay Sink

600x465x270mm - White

Country Double Fireclay Sink

900x630x200mm - White

Vortex Concrete Basin

600x400x100mm

Vicola Concrete Sink

381x381x203mm

Belfast Single Fireclay Sink

590x450x310mm - White

Lesage Double Fireclay Sink

1112x490x240mm - White

Belfast Double Fireclay Sink

1000x465x270mm - White

Maputo Riverstone Basin

500x550x170mm - Natural

Maputo Riverstone Basin

350x400x170mm - Natural

SINKS & BASINS
MADE IN 
FRANCE

*sizes may vary *sizes may vary

*tapware and wastes not included
*sizes may differ slightly from those shown, please check in store
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Harrow
800x900x580mm - White

Bexley
1790x810x600mm - White

Nostrand
1680x730x580mm - White

Cullen
1785x800x600mm - White

Ethos
1780x800x560mm - White

Olsen
1780x780x60mm - White

Devonport
1730x790x600mm - White

Sydney
1730x780mm - White

Welsh
1690x750mm - White

Kellaway
1710x790mm - White

Cardiff Inset
1700x840x480mm - White

Carlisle
1710x740mm - White

ACRYLIC BATH COLLECTION

Schots offers baths that are big, solid and generous; the ultimate level of relaxation at the end of a hard day. Schots also has 

a vast collection of elegantly designed acrylic baths. These baths are renowned for smooth, non-porous and highly-glossed 

surfaces, clean crafted lines and long-lasting shine. Their 20mm thick skin ensures high heat retention and their low maintenance 

surface makes for easy cleaning.

*tapware and wastes not included
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The Rouen
1800x840x810mm - Nickel/Copper

The Fontaine
1700x670x640mm - Nickel/Copper

The Slipper - Cast Iron
1458/1560/1700x780mm - White/Black,Burgundy

The Double Slipper - Cast Iron, White/Black/Burgundy

1800x780mm

Double Ended - Cast Iron, White/Black/Burgundy

1709x790mm

Single Ended - Cast Iron, White/Black

1535/1714x770mm

COPPER & CAST IRON BATHS

Brass

Brass

Brass

Brass

Brass

Brass

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Satin Chrome

Satin Chrome

Satin Chrome Satin Chrome

Satin Chrome

Oil Rubbed Bronze

Oil Rubbed Bronze

Oil Rubbed Bronze Oil Rubbed Bronze

Oil Rubbed Bronze

Vintage Basin Set

Gooseneck Spout Basin Set

Chatham Basin Set

Astor Arched Basin Set

Vintage Lever Basin Set

Astor Basin Set

Brass BrassChrome Chrome

Modern Spout Set Traditional Spout Set Upswept Shower Arm with Albany Rose

Brass ChromeSatin Chrome Oil Rubbed Bronze

*tapware and wastes not included
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Zara Basin Tap Mixer - Chrome

Wall Tap Mixer, Wall Mounted Shower Mixer, 
Extended Basin Mixer and Kitchen Tap Mixer 

all available in this design

Rivoli Kitchen Tap Mixer - Chrome

Plain Kitchen Tap Mixer with Veggie Spray
also available in this design

Domo Accessories - Chrome

Single Towel Rail 24”. Single Towel Tail 36”, 

Double Towel Rail 24”, Double Towel Rail 36”, 
Double Robe Hook, Toiler Roll Holder 

and Single Towel Ring

Madison Accessories - Chrome

Single Glass Shelf, Single Towel Rail, Double Towel 
Rail, Double Towel Shelf, Robe Hook, Toilet Roll 

Holder, Single Towel Ring and Toilet Brush Holder

Caprice Accessories - Chrome

Single Glass Shelf, Single Towel Rail, Double Towel 
Rail, Wall Mount Shower Caddy, Screen Mount 

Shower Caddy, Single Towel Ring 
and Toilet Brush Holder

Danton Basin Tap Mixer - Chrome

Wall Tap Mixer, Wall Mounted Shower Mixer, 
Extended Basin Mixer and Kitchen Tap Mixer 

all available in this design

Vitton Basin Tap Mixer - Chrome

Kitchen Tap Mixer and Extended Basin Tap Mixer 
also available in this design

Morin Round Shower Set - Chrome

Square Shower Set, Wall Tap Mixer, Square 
Shower Head and Round Shower Head 

all available in this design

Sophia Gooseneck Tap Mixer - Chrome

Kitchen Tap Mixer 
also available in this design

TAPWARE & ACCESSORIES

WELS: 4S/6.5L/m WELS: 3S/8L/m WELS: 3S/9L/m

WELS: 3S/8L/m WELS: 4S/6.5L/m WELS: 3S/8L/m
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Lantern Encaustic Tile

20x20x1.6cm - Taupe

Kaleidoscope Encaustic Tile

20x20x1.6cm - Black

Lille Encaustic Tile

20x20x1.6cm - Slate

Siran Encaustic Tile

20x20x1.6cm - Black/Beige

Cannes Encaustic Tile

20x20x1.6cm - Red/Beige

Venice Encaustic Tile

20x20x1.6cm - Taupe

Medium Cubic Encaustic Tile

20x20x1.6cm - Grey/White

Stripe Encaustic Tile

20x20x1.6cm - Slate

Vannes Encaustic Tile

20x20x1.6cm - Black/Beige

Naza Encaustic Tile

20x20x1.6cm - Red/Beige/Grey

Alys Encaustic Tile

20x20x1.6cm - White/Camel

Large Cercle Encaustic Tile

20x20x1.6cm - Turquoise/White

Sadie Encaustic Tile

20x20x1.6cm - Yellow, White & Blue

Small Cubic Encaustic Tile

20x20x1.6cm - Grey/White

Rhone Encaustic Tile

20x20x1.6cm - Beige/Black

Small Cercle Encaustic Tile

20x20x1.6cm - Vintage Green/Beige

Versus Encaustic Tile

20x20x1.6cm - Black/White

Marrakesh Encaustic Tile

20x20x1.6cm - Turquoise

Toulon Encaustic Tile

20x20x1.6cm - Black/White

Toulon Encaustic Tile

20x20x1.6cm - Red/Beige/Grey

ENCAUSTIC TILES
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Cairo Tiles 295x295x10mm

Luxor Tiles - 9/sheet 305x305x10mm

Capri Border Tiles 65x305x10mm

LUXOR, CAIRO & CAPRI 
TRAVERTINE TILES

TRAVERTINE & LIMESTONE TILES

(A) Brazil Black Tile, 305x305x10mm 

(B) Villa Beige Pencil Tile, 305x15x10mm 

(C) Villa Black Pencil Tile, 305x15x10mm 

Riviere BeigeTile Panel 12 piece set (6 pieces pictured)

Dimensions: Panel covers area of approx.1.4sq m

RIVIERE TRAVERTINE TILES

TRAVERTINE & ACID 
WASHED MARBLE TILES

Villa Beige Tumbled Tile 610x610x15mm 

Egg Tart Mosaic Tile

25.2x26.5x0.8cm - Gloss White

Laurel Hexagonal Mosaic Tile

26x30x0.52cm - Matt White

Vesta Hexagonal Mosaic Tile

27x28.2x0.52cm - Gloss White

Arabesque Mosaic Tile

24.8x28.2x0.6cm - Gloss White

Mini Lantern Mosaic Tile

25.8x27.3x0.6cm - Matt Red

Penny Round Mosaic Tile

31.5x31.0x0.52 - Gloss White

Spiral Mosaic Tile

30x30x0.52cm - Matt White

Thassos Mosaic Tile

30x30x0.65cm - Gloss White
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MARBLE TILES

(A) Absolute White, 305x305x10mm or 150x150x10mm (B) Absolute Black, 

305x305x10mm or 150x150x10mm (C) Absolute White Marble Skirting, 

305x120x20mm (D) Absolute White Capping, 305x45x30mm (also available in 

black) (E) Absolute Black & White Small Border, 305x35x10mm (F) Absolute Black 

& White Large Border, 305x75x10mm

ACID WASHED MARBLE TILES

Varenna 

600x600x30mm

305x305x10mm

3x3 98x98x10mm, 

2x2 150x150x10mm

Menaggio 

600x600x10/18mm

305x305x10mm

3x3 98x98x10/18mm

2x2 305x305x10mm

4x4 305x305x10mm

NATURA HANDMADE ITALIAN  TILES

(A) Natura Body Tile, 130x130mm (Black, Ivory, Linen, Red & White)

(B) Natura Body Tile 65x130mm (Black, Ivory, Linen, Red & White)

(C) Natura White Tile 130x396mm 

(D) Natura Ivory Corner Tile 65x65mm

(E) Natura Capping Tile 130x65mm (Ivory & White)

HANDMADE TILES BEVELLED TILES

Bevelled Wall Tile Black, White 

or Biscuit 76x152x9mm 

Bevelled Wall Tile Black, White 

or Biscuit 76x76x9mm

Glazed Ceramic Wall Tiles 

(10 colours available)

152x76x9.5mm

GLAZED CERAMIC WALL TILES

A

B

C

D

E

Handmade Feature Tile - various designs available
102x102x10mm
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We’ve renovated. 

So you can too!

Complete Home has undergone a facelift and a relaunch. 

Now mobile-friendly, inspiring and the ultimate 

expert in the field.

completehome.com.au



As one of Sydney’s largest bathware centres, at 

OTC Tiles and Bathrooms, there’s no doubt you’ll 

find exactly what you’re looking for at.

The company’s spacious Roselands, NSW, 

showroom is home to a range of high-quality 

shower screens, vanities, tapware, tiles and 

accessories, while the interactive demos provide 

a clear idea of how your renovation will look. 

Stocking brands such ABA, Phoenix, Gemini, 

Roma, Fienza, Bostik and Davco, there’s an 

extensive variety of luxury and inexpensive 

bathware items available to suit every budget. 

Despite the considerable amount of choice, 

the guidance of friendly and knowledgeable staf  

will ensure you won’t feel overwhelmed. 

Each team member has more than five years 

of experience in the bathware industry and can 

provide you with expert styling and product 

advice. They’re also up to date on all the latest 

renovation techniques and tricks, and always go 

to lengths to ensure your building experience is 

an enjoyable and uncomplicated one.

Speaking of uncomplicated, the OTC 

warehouse is just next door, with the majority of 

products ready to be picked up and taken home 

immediately. To top it of , OTC prides itself on 

its timely product delivery and of ers a storage 

service to all customers—making even the most 

complex designs super simple.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

OTC Tiles & Bathroom 

Website otctiles.com.au 

Address 1222-1224 Canterbury Road,

Roselands NSW

Open Mon-Sat 7:30am-5pm, Sun 10am-4pm

SPOILT FOR CHOICE 
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There’s only one word on everyone’s lips when 

they step into Abey’s new showroom in Albert 

Park, Melbourne — “wow”. 

Abey’s architecturally designed showroom 

is the result of over 60 years’ experience in the 

bathroom and kitchen industry, brought to life by 

Rothelowman Architects.

Two expansive floors showcase the most 

stunning kitchen and bathroom products, 

with displays conceived to inject excitement 

and inspire creativity. Each display has been 

designed as a room, letting you appreciate how 

the products will blend into your home. Not only 

can you see, touch and feel every fitting, there 

are also working shower and tapware displays. 

With an eye for detail and world-leading 

trends, Abey’s design team have sourced the 

latest styles and innovations from Europe 

across tapware, sinks, kitchen appliances, 

showers, sanitaryware, basins and baths. The 

diversity of the Abey range is immense. With 

over 1200 product lines, customers can select 

from gorgeous Italian designs and innovations. 

Leading names include Gessi, Barazza, Mastella 

Design, Armando Vicario, Falmec, Schock sinks, 

Gareth Ashton and, of course, Abey. So whether 

you’re designing a new ensuite, revamping your 

master bath or creating your dream kitchen, 

you’re sure to be inspired.  

To make your project a reality, a team 

of talented consultants are on-hand to 

help during the design process, providing 

expert advice, specifications and interior 

design recommendations.

Melbourne is a welcome addition to Abey’s 

family of showrooms in Sydney and Brisbane, 

undoubtedly continuing the company’s 

commitment to providing Australians with 

outstanding kitchens and bathrooms.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Abey Australia

Website abey.com.au

Phone 1800 809 143

Selection Gallery

Address 335 Ferrars Street, Albert Park Vic

Phone (03) 8696 4000

Open Tues–Sat 10am–4pm, Mon by appointment

ARCHITECTURAL WONDER
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“When quality matters” is the ABL 

motto — and they don't just mean a 

quality product. ABL considers quality 

service, advice and delivery all part of the 

package. 

Stocking major brands including 

Timberline, Decina, ZIP, IXL, Caroma, 

Dorf, Oiiveri, Studio Bagno and more, ABL 

of ers the chance to browse its products 

in person at its St Marys, NSW, showroom, 

as well to view and purchase more than 

7000 products online.

ABL has been open for over 22 

years as a family business, and owner 

and manager Dean has been with the 

company for 16 years. He and his staf  

pride themselves on their eye for detail 

and ability to cater to all budgets. 

Those seeking inspiration can stroll 

through 17 full-sized bathrooms, which 

cater for a wide range of budgets and 

tastes. Seeking finishing touches? 

Browse ABL’s tile selection wall to 

experience a comprehensive range 

of colours and textures up close and 

personal, or check out a big variety of 

premium-quality fittings.

Bathrooms aren’t all you’ll find, the 

company also stocks a range of products 

for laundries, kitchens, outdoor living 

spaces, hot water systems and more.

With superior product knowledge, an 

easy online ordering system and speedy 

delivery, ABL of ers quality at every stage 

of ordering and selection. So whether 

you’re still in the planning stage or 

picking out the perfect finishes, it’s good 

to know the team’s expertise is only a 

click away. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION

ABL Tile & Bathroom Centre

Website abltilecentre.com.au

Address 18 Forthorn Place, 

St Marys  NSW

Open Mon-Fri 7:30am-5pm, Sat 8:30am-

4pm, Sun 9am-3pm or shop online 24/7

THE BEST OF 

BOTH WORLDS
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THE LATEST BATHROOM TRENDS 
Cass Brothers is a Sydney authority on 

bathroom style. Having been in the industry 

since 1972, Cass Brothers says it is one of 

Sydney’s longest-serving bathroom companies 

and is at the forefront of the industry, with 

exceptional customer service and technical 

bathroom product knowledge. 

Well respected by architects, interior 

designers, developers, plumbers and builders 

in the bathroom industry, Cass Brothers 

of ers stylish, quality bathroom products that 

reflect the latest bathroom trends worldwide 

at competitive prices. Cass Brothers helps 

customers select quality products to suit 

their needs and of ers a large selection of 

freestanding, island, hydrotherapy spa and 

built-in baths. The company also has an enviable 

range of frameless and semi-frameless shower 

screens, framed shower screens, shower 

cubicles, shower trays and bath/shower screens. 

When it comes to bathroom furniture, 

Cass Brothers of ers an extensive range 

of freestanding and wall-hung vanities, as 

well as shaving and linen cabinets. There’s 

also an impressive collection of under- and 

above-counter, semi-recessed, wall, inset and 

freestanding basins. Complement this with 

tapware and toilet suites such as three-piece and 

mixer tapware, shower roses, showers on rails, 

wall mixers and bath spouts, plus back-to-wall, 

wall-faced, wall-hung and close-coupled toilets. 

Some of the brands on display include Villeroy 

& Boch, Grohe, Duravit, Kaldewei, Hansgrohe, 

Parisi, Brodware, Caroma, Zucchetti, Victoria + 

Albert, Avenir, Marblo, Zip, Hansa, Studio Bagno, 

Paco Jaansōn, Geberit and Abey. 

Designing and selecting products for your 

dream bathroom is an exciting process. The 

options are endless, allowing you to create 

a visually stunning and practical room with 

innovative and water-ef icient products. Don’t be 

limited by your imagination. 

It’s af ordable luxury, with all the latest 

bathroom and kitchen trends, for when you 

need new ideas for your new project. Open 
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your world and be inspired at the Cass Brothers 

showrooms in Petersham and Waverley, NSW. 

Check out the inspiring new bathroom products on 

display to get your creative juices flowing. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Cass Brothers

Website cassbrothers.com.au

Address 600 Parramatta Road 

(corner Palace Street), Petersham NSW

Phone (02) 9569 5555

Email petersham@cassbrothers.com.au

Address 82 Carrington Road 

(corner Victoria Street), Waverley NSW

Phone (02) 9389 5000

Email waverley@cassbrothers.com.au
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CALL 1300 303 414 OR VISIT UNIVERSALSHOP.COM.AU/BACK-ISSUE-MAGAZINES 

TO TAKE UP THIS OFFER TODAY AND QUOTE COUPON CODE: KBQ40.

 LIMITED TIME OFFER WHILE STOCKS LAST

MISSED AN ISSUE?

kitchens &
bathrooms

quarterly

Each magazine is packed with 
the latest designs from leading bathroom manufacturers, 

feature projects and inspiring bathroom products.

Catch up with Australia’s best-selling 
kitchen and bathroom magazine. 



New White
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We have the solution!

BLACKBURN  212 Whitehorse Road (03) 9894 2427

BRUNSWICK  331 Victoria Street (03) 9385 8400

MOORABBIN  158-160 Cochranes Road (03) 9555 5144

� rstchoicewarehouse.com.au

     facebook.com/� rstchoicewarehouse   

George
loves
his new

bathroom!
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